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(57) ABSTRACT

A dual objective endoscope for insertion into a cavity of a

body for providing a stereoscopic image of a region of

interest inside of the body including an imaging device at the

distal end for obtaining optical images of the region of

interest (ROI), and processing the optical images for form-

ing video signals for wired and/or wireless transmission and

display of 3D images on a rendering device. The imaging

device includes a focal plane detector array (EPA) for

obtaining the optical images of the ROI, and processing

circuits behind the EPA. The processing circuits convert the

optical images into the video signals. The imaging device

includes right and left pupil for receiving a right and left

images through a right and left conjugated multi-band pass

filters. Illuminators illuminate the ROI through a multi-band

pass filter having three right and three left pass bands that are

matched to the right and left conjugated multi-band pass

filters. A full color image is collected after three or six

sequential illuminations with the red, green and blue lights.
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STEREO IMAGING MINIATURE

ENDOSCOPE WITH SINGLE IMAGING

CHIP AND CONJUGATED MULTI-BANDPASS

FILTERS

This application claims the benefits of U.S. Provisional

Patent Application Ser. No. 61/261,217 filed Nov. 13, 2009,

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

The invention described herein was made in the perfor-

mance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the

provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the

Contractor has elected to retain title.

The present system relates to at least one of a system,

method, user interface (UI), and apparatus for providing

stereoscopic images and, more particularly, to small-diam-

eter stereoscopic endoscopes for minimally invasive surgery

(MIS) as well as to micro-robotic stereoscopic imagers for

providing images for space exploration.

Stereoscopic vision imaging is a well known technology

and has been used effectively to provide depth perception to

displayed images. Stereoscopic imaging devices often use a

three-dimensional camera to capture images and render

three-dimensional (31)) images which may be viewed with

realistic depth using a 3D-image-rendering device such as a

3D display. Such realism is of great importance when

performing MIS surgery as minimizes surgical errors and

achieves high efficiency during a MIS procedure. With the

advancement of MIS techniques, physical injury due to

incisions at a surgical site is minimized using incisions are

typically about 4 mm in across. However, conventional

stereoscopic imaging devices are often bulky as they require

two cameras placed side by side which increases the size of

the imaging device. Unfortunately, as MIS typically requires

the use of endoscopes which are between 2 and 4 mm,

conventional imaging devices (e.g., cameras, etc.) cannot be

used because of size limitations.

The present system discloses a system, method, appara-

tus, and computer program portion (hereinafter each of

which may be referred to as system unless the context

indicates otherwise) suitable to provide stereoscopic images

in an MIS and/or space environment. Accordingly, the

present system discloses a small-diameter high-definition

stereoscopic endoscope or horoscope (hereinafter com-

monly called an endoscope) which may have diameter

which is less than 4 mm, such as 1-4 mm including any sizes

therebetween, such as 3-4 mm, 2-4 mm, 2-3 mm, etc.

However, other ranges are also envisioned. There is also

disclosed a micro-robotic stereoscopic imaging system suit-

able for spacecraft which can provide stereoscopic images

using a stereoscopic imaging apparatus which may be

robotically manipulated and suitable for space exploration.

In accordance with an embodiment of the present system,

there is disclosed a stereoscopic imaging device which uses

a single Focal Plane Array (FPA) to capture image infor-

mation related to right and left fields of view and can provide

high definition (e.g., 1000x1000 pixel resolution) images.

The present systems include stereoscopic endoscopes

with Conjugated Multi-Bandpass Filters (CMBFs) covering

right and left pupils which may be formed by a single lens

having right and left pupil portions, or two dedicated lenses,

one lens for the right pupil and one lens for the left pupil.

Further, the endoscopes may have a single bore or dual

bores, wherein in the case of a dual bore endoscope, two

lenses are provided, one lens in each bore for use as a right

and left pupils. The single bore endoscope may have one or

two lenses. Having a single bore endoscope with a single

lens, with conjugated multi-bandpass filters covering right

2
and left pupils of the single objective lens, is less complex

and less costly, and provides for a smaller endoscope as

compared to the dual bore endoscope, and thus allows for

further miniaturization. Further, using conjugated multi-

5 bandpass filters covering right and left pupils allows for

desired color(s) to pass through the filters while blocking

other colors. This is achieved without active shutters, such

as without switchable liquid crystal (LC) shutter or mechani-

cal shutters that open or close or move in one direction or

io another to close one pupil while the other pupil is open. Of

course, if desired, LC switches may be used in front of the

pupils and controlled (such as by a processor) to selectively

switch on only one pupil at time. Similarly, if desired, a

mechanical shutter may be used and moved back and forth

15 to open one pupil while blocking the other pupil.

Conjugated multi-bandpass filters automatically block

undesired light color from entering a pupil provide several

advantages, such as not requiring energy needed in LC

shutters, and not require moving parts used in mechanical

20 shutters. Accordingly, energy consumption and failure are

reduced and reliability increased while producing high defi-

nition images in a small area by multispectral imaging.

The CMBF creates two viewpoints in a single lens. The

filters are called "conjugated" because the spectral pass-

25 bands of one filter do not overlap with those of the other

filters; instead the spectral passbands are interdigitated (see

FIG. 9), where each color band is divided into right and left

colors, such right red RR, left red RL, right green GR, left

green GL, right blue BR and left blue BL. In one embodiment,

30 circular CMBFs are used which are each cut in half and

joined with the conjugated other half to form the CMBF full

circle covering a portion or the entire single objective lens

and providing right and left pupil portions, so that the full

circle CMBF can fit along with other circular optical ele-

35 ments, such as over a circular single objective lens. When a

light band matching to a bandpass of one CMBF is illumi-

nated, the one half CMBF passes a light band, but the other

half CMBF stops the same light band. A region of interest is

illuminated using a series of light bands matching to the

40 passbands of the CMBFs for capturing multispectral images

and forming stereoscopic 3D images.

It should be noted that each sub-color, such as right and

left reds RR, RL does not exactly match the full red color due

to the half missing band, where each sub color is knows as

45 a metamer. However, binocular color mixture appears to be

taking place where the final stereo 3D images have high

definition and satisfactory color richness to allow depth

perception and color distinction for various applications,

such as endoscope-based surgeries, wireless endoscopy,

5o navigations for miniature robots such as rovers or airborne

robots, deployable robotic arms where monitoring depth

information is crucial, as well as other areas where depth

perception and/or color distinction are important.

According to another aspect of the present system, there

55 is disclosed an endoscope for providing a stereoscopic three

dimensional (3-D) image of a region of interest inside of a

body, the endoscope including one or more of: a housing

having a distal end and a proximal end, the distal end being

insertable into a cavity of the body, an imaging device at the

6o distal end for obtaining optical images of the region of

interest, and processing the optical images for forming video

signals; and a cable between the imaging device and the

proximal end for connecting the imaging device to an

illumination source and/or a display, the cable including a

65 signal line for providing the video signals to the display for

displaying the optical images of the region of interest;

wherein the imaging device may include: a single focal
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3
plane detector array at a front end facing the region of

interest for obtaining the optical images, and processing

circuits at a back end behind the single focal plane detector

array so that the processing circuits does not enlarge a cross

section of the imaging device, the processing circuits being

configured to convert the optical images into the video

signals; a right pupil for receiving a right image through a

right multi-band pass filter having right three pass bands

(RRGRBR): a left pupil for receiving a left image through a

left multi-band pass filter having left three pass bands

(RLGLBL), wherein the right multi-band pass filter having

the right three pass bands (RRGRBR) is the complement of

the left multi-band pass filter having left three pass bands

(RLGLBL); a lens system for imaging the right image and the

left image directly on the single focal plane detector array;

and/or illuminators for illuminating the region of interest

through a multi-band pass filter having the right three pass

bands (RRGRBR) and the left three pass bands (RLGLBL),

wherein the multi-band pass filter is matched to the right

multi-band pass filter (of the right pupil) and the left

multi-band pass filter (of the left pupil) so that when the right

pupil receives light reflected from the region of interest then

the left pupil is blocked from receiving the light.

According to the present system, the right three pass

bands (RRGRBR) may be separated by right stop bands and

the left three pass bands (RLGLBL) may be separated by left

stop bands, the right stop bands matching the left three pass

(RLGLBL) and the left stop bands matching the right three

pass bands (RRGRBR). Further, the illuminators may, under

the control of the controller, provide illumination to illumi-

nate the imaging device (625) through the multi-band pass

filter so that the region of interest is illuminated one at a time

by light within one of the right three pass bands (RRGRBR)

and the left three pass bands (RLGLBL). Further, right three

pass bands (RRGRBR) and the left three pass bands (RL-

GLBL) may be within a visible spectrum having three

primary colors (RGB) so that each primary color (R,G,B) is

divided into a right primary color and a left primary color

(RRRL, GRGL, BRBL), the right primary color being a

metamer of the left primary color.

Further, according to the system, the cable may include:

right light guides for providing a right illumination at the

illuminators including providing one at a time right sub-

lights at the right three pass bands (RRGRBR) from the right

multi-band pass filter; and/or a left light guide for providing

a left illumination at the illuminators including providing

one at a time left sub-lights at the left three pass bands

(RLGLBL) from the left multi-band pass filter.

Moreover, the right multi-band pass filter may be illumi-

nated by a right white light source through a right rotating

wheel having an aperture for providing a right white light

one at a time to the right multi-band pass filter; and wherein

and the left multi-band pass filter may be illuminated by a

left white light source through a left rotating wheel having

an aperture for providing a left white light one at a time to

the left multi-band pass filter; wherein the right and left

multi-band pass filters may be located at entrance sides or

exit sides of the right light guides and the a left light guide,

respectively.

Moreover, it is envisioned that the right multi-band pass

filter may be illuminated by a white light source through a

single rotating wheel having three apertures for sequentially

providing: a red light through a red multi-band pass filter

having right-red (RR) and left-red (RL) bands to the right

pupil and the left pupil, respectively, a green light through a

green multi-band pass filter having right-green (GR) and

left-green (GL) bands to the right pupil and the left pupil,
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respectively, and/or a blue light through a blue multi-band

pass filter having right-blue (BR) and left-blue (BL) bands to

the right pupil and the left pupil, respectively, wherein a full

color image may be collected after three sequential illumi-

5 nations through the three apertures of the a single rotating

wheel. Further, the cable may include light guides illumi-

nated by three right white light sources which may provide

a right illumination including providing one at a time right

sub-lights at the right three pass bands (RRGRBR) from the
to 

right multi-band pass filter; the light guides being further

illuminated by three left white light sources which may

provide a left illumination including providing one at a time

left sub-lights at the left three pass bands (RLGLBL) from the

15 left multi-band pass filter.

Further, three right white light sources may each have a

bandpass filter having one of the right three pass bands

(RRGRBR), and the three left white light sources may each

have a bandpass filter having one of the left three pass bands

20 (RLGLRL). The lens system may include a lens configured to

image the right image and the left image, one at a time, on

substantially an entire area of the single focal plane detector

array. Further, a cross section of the imaging device may be

substantially circular, oval, or square. The endoscope may

25 further include a controller for time-multiplexing the right

image and the left image imaged sequentially on the single

focal plane detector array.

The lens system may further include two lenses config-

ured to image the right image on a first portion of the single

so focal plane detector array, and image the left image on a

second portion of the single focal plane detector array.

Further, a footprint of the imaging device is substantially

identical to a footprint of the single focal plane detector

array. Moreover, the imaging device may be formed from

35 stacked layers stacked axially along a longitudinal axis of

the endoscope, the imaging device having the single focal

plane detector array at the front end and the processing

circuits formed on one or more layers stacked at the back

end of the imaging device over the single focal plane

4o detector array, the one or more layers being connected to the

single focal plane detector array through connection bumps.

Further, the imaging device may include a folded substrate

having the single focal plane detector array at the front end

and the processing circuits at the back end of the imaging

45 device.

According to another aspect of the present system, there

is provided a dual objective endoscope for insertion into a

cavity of a body which may provide a stereoscopic three-

dimensional image of a region of interest inside of the body,

50 the endoscope may include one or more of: a first bore

having a first lens for receiving first image rays from the

region of interest; a second bore having a second lens for

receiving second image rays from the region of interest;

illuminators for sequentially illuminating the region of inter-

55 est with red, green and blue lights; and a single focal point

array for simultaneously imaging the first image rays and the

second image rays on different first and second areas of the

array, wherein a full color image may be collected after three

sequential illuminations with the with the red, green and

6o blue lights, respectively. Moreover, the illuminators may be

coupled through at least one light guide to at least one light

source external to the body for providing the red, green and

blue lights. Further at least one light source may include a

white light source and a rotating color wheel with three

65 openings covered with red, green and blue filters, respec-

tively, for sequentially providing the red, green and blue

lights upon rotation of the color wheel.
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It is further envisioned that at least one light source may

include red, green and blue light emitting diodes (LEDs) and

a controller for sequentially turning on the red, green and

blue light sources one at a time. Further, the at least one light

guide may include three light guides having red, green and 5

blue filters, respectively; the at least one light source may

include a white light source and a wheel; and/or the wheel

has an opening that, upon alignment with one light guide of

the three light guides when the wheel rotates, may allows the

white light to pass through the one light guide, for providing io

sequential illumination of the three light guides due to

rotation of the wheel.

According to yet a further aspect of the present system

there is provided a medical imaging system comprising: a

rigid shaft having proximal and distal ends and an opening 15

situated between the proximal and distal ends, the shaft

defining a longitudinal axis extending between the proximal

and distal ends; a rod having proximal and distal ends and

situated within the opening; first and second handles coupled

to the shaft at the proximal end of the shaft, wherein one of 20

the first and second handles may be coupled to the rod; an

imaging portion situated at the distal end of the shaft and

coupled to the rod such that displacement of one of the first

and second handles towards the other of the first and second

handles rotates the camera about a second axis. The medical 25

imaging system may further include a two- or three-dimen-

sional camera coupled to the imaging portion. Moreover, the

imaging portion may include an illumination source for

providing illumination in a direction of the camera. It is

further envisioned that the imaging system may include a 30

rack coupled to the distal end of the rod, wherein the

imaging portion may further include a pinion situated at the

second axis and coupled to the rack.

According to yet a further aspect of the present system,

there is disclosed a medical imaging system including: a 35

rigid shaft having proximal and distal ends and an opening

situated between the proximal and distal ends, the shaft

defining a longitudinal axis extending between the proximal

and distal ends; a rod having proximal and distal ends and

situated within the opening; first and second handles coupled 40

to the shaft at the proximal end of the shaft, one of the first

or second handles coupled to a proximal end of the rod;

and/or an imaging portion situated at the distal end of the

shaft and coupled to a distal end of the rod such that

displacement of one of the first and second handles towards 45

the other of the first and second handles rotates the camera

about a second axis.

A two- or three-dimensional camera may be coupled to

the imaging portion. Further, imaging portion may further

include an illumination source for providing illumination in 50

a direction of the camera. Moreover, a rack may be coupled

to the distal end of the rod, and the rack may include a

plurality of teeth. Moreover, a pinion may be coupled to the

rack and have an axis which is parallel to the second axis.

Further, the camera may have a viewing direction which can 55

rotate more than 120 degrees about the second axis. Accord-

ingly, the camera may have a viewing direction which

projects substantially forward or rearward along the longi-

tudinal axis of the rigid shaft.

According to yet another aspect of the present system, 60

there is disclosed an endoscope system for obtaining three

dimension (3D) images, the endoscope system may include:

a multi-bandpass filter which sequentially passes a different

color spectrum of light of a plurality of color spectrums of

light during an image illumination interval such that a 65

different color of light is passed during each image illumi-

nation interval of a plurality of image illumination intervals
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which form an image illumination period; an image capture

portion which sequentially captures a plurality of images

each corresponding with a different color spectrum of light

which passes through the multi-bandpass filter during a

corresponding image illumination interval of the plurality of

image illumination intervals; an image processing portion

which processes the sequentially captured plurality of

images for each image illumination interval of and forms

corresponding 3D image information corresponding with a

plurality of the sequentially captured plurality of images;

and/or a three dimensional display which may render the 3D

image information.

Moreover, the endoscope may include an illumination

device including at least one source configured to sequen-

tially output the different color spectrum of light during each

image illumination interval such that different color spec-

trums of light are output during any two successive image

illumination intervals of the plurality of image illumination

intervals. Further, the illumination device includes: a motor;

and/or a disk having one or more openings covered with at

least one multi-bandpass filter and coupled to the motor,

wherein the motor rotates the disk at a rotational frequency

which is inversely related to image illumination period for

sequentially providing different color spectrum of light

during each image illumination period or interval.

Moreover, in accordance with a further aspect of the

present system, there is disclosed a medical endoscope

system for obtaining three-dimensional images, the medical

endoscope system may include: a multi-bandpass optical

filter which sequentially passes a different color spectrum of

light, of a plurality of color spectrums of light, during a

image illumination interval; an image capture portion which

sequentially captures a plurality of images each correspond-

ing with a different color spectrum of light which passes

through the multi-bandpass optical filter; an image process-

ing portion which processes the sequentially captured plu-

rality of images for each image illumination interval and

forms corresponding 3D image information; and/or a three

dimensional display which renders the 3D image informa-

tion. Further, an illumination source may be included and

may be configured to sequentially output different color

spectrums of light. The multi-bandpass optical filter may

further include a disk having one or more openings forming

pupils. Moreover, the multi-bandpass filter may be located at

a distal end of the endoscope.

According to other aspects of the present system, there is

disclosed a method to obtain three dimensional images from

an endoscope, the method comprising the acts of: sequen-

tially passing a different color spectrum of light of a plurality

of color spectrums of light through a multi-bandpass filter

during an image illumination interval such that a different

color of light is passed through the multi-bandpass filter

during each image illumination interval of a plurality of

image illumination intervals which form an image illumi-

nation period; sequentially capturing a plurality of images

each corresponding with a different color spectrum of light

which passes through the multi-bandpass filter during a

corresponding image illumination interval of the plurality of

image illumination intervals using an image capture portion;

processing the sequentially captured plurality of images for

each image illumination interval and forming corresponding

3D image information corresponding with the sequentially

captured plurality of images using an image processing

portion; and/or rendering the 3D image information on a

display of the system configured to display three dimen-

sional images. Moreover, the method may include acts of

sequentially outputting the different color spectrum of light
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during each image illumination interval such that different

color spectrums of light are output during any two succes-

sive image illumination intervals of the plurality of image

illumination intervals. Further, the method may include an

act of selectively controlling a tunable multi-bandpass opti-

cal filter to pass only currently selected spectrum of light of

the plurality of color spectrums of light each different from

each other. The method may also include an act of synchro-

nizing two or more of an illuminator, a multi-bandpass

optical filter, and an image capture portion to operate sub-

stantially synchronously with each other to sequentially

illuminate the region of interest using different color lights

and to sequentially form different color images of the region

of interest on a single imaging device or a single Focal Plane

Array (EPA).

According to yet other aspects of the present system, there

is disclosed a method to obtain three dimensional images

from an endoscope, the method may include acts of: sequen-

tially passing a different color spectrum of light, of a

plurality of color spectrums of light, during a image illumi-

nation interval using a multi-bandpass optical filter; sequen-

tially capturing a plurality of images each corresponding

with a different color spectrum of light which passes through

the multi-bandpass optical filter using an image capture

portion; processing the sequentially captured plurality of

images for each image illumination interval and forming

corresponding 3D image information using an image pro-

cessing portion; and/or rendering the 3D image information

on a display of the system configured to display three

dimensional images. The method may further include an act

of situating an optical lens portion of the endoscope between

the multi-bandpass optical filter and the image processing

portion at a distal end of the endoscope at an end of the

endoscope and within a body barrel of the endoscope.

Moreover, the method may include an act of forming the

main body barrel of the endoscope to have proximal and

distal ends and an outside diameter less than 4 mm at the

distal end. The method may further include an act of

situating the multi-bandpass filter at a distal end of the

endoscope.

The invention is explained in further detail, and by way of

example, with reference to the accompanying drawings

wherein:

FIG. 1A is a side cross sectional view of a dual-objective

endoscope in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system;

FIG. 1B is a view of the endoscope taken along lines

113-113' of FIG. 1A showing a front view of the EPA;

FIG. 1C shows a front view of an EPA in accordance with

an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 1D is a front view of the endoscope in accordance

with an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 2A is a schematic view of a system using an LED

light source in accordance with an embodiment of the

present system;

FIG. 2B is a schematic view of a system using a white

light source in accordance with an embodiment of the

present system;

FIG. 2C is a schematic view of a system using a white

light source in accordance with an embodiment of the

present system;

FIG. 3A is a perspective view of an imaging unit accor-

dance with an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 3B is a perspective view of a compact imaging unit

in accordance with an embodiment of the present system;
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FIG. 3C is a schematic view of an endoscope including an

imaging device having a folded imager in accordance with

an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 3D is a schematic view of an endoscope including an

5 alternative imaging device in accordance with an embodi-

ment of the present system;

FIG. 4A which is a schematic view of an endoscope in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 4B is a front view of the endoscope in accordance

io with an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 5 is a schematic view of an endoscope system in

accordance with an embodiment or the present system;

FIG. 6 is a front view of the endoscope in accordance with

an embodiment of the present system;

15 FIG. 7A is a schematic view of the imaging device

components of the endoscope in accordance with an

embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 7B is a front view of the endoscope showing

semicircular right and left conjugated multi-bandpass filters

20 (CMBFs) in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system;

FIG. 8 is a schematic view of an illumination source of the

endoscope in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system;

25 FIG. 9 which is a graph illustrating pass and stop bands

of a multi-band pass filter in accordance with an embodi-

ment of the present system;

FIG. 10A is a schematic view of a system in accordance

with an embodiment of the present system;

30 FIG. 10B is a schematic view of a system in accordance

with an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 10C which is a graph of colors passed through the

first through third apertures in accordance with an embodi-

ment of the present system;

35 FIG. 11A shows an imaging system having an endoscope

with a single lens in accordance with an embodiment of the

present system;

FIG. 11B shows an imaging system having an endoscope

with a dual lens configuration in accordance with an

40 embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 12A shows a front perspective view of a stereoscopic

imaging system in accordance with an embodiment of the

present system;

FIG. 12B shows a rear perspective view of a stereoscopic

45 imaging system of FIG. 12A in accordance with an embodi-

ment of the present system;

FIG. 13 illustrates a stereoscopic imaging device in accor-

dance with an embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 14 illustrates an endoscope in accordance with an

50 embodiment of the present system;

FIG. 15 is a detailed view of the distal end portion of the

endoscope in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system;

FIG. 16 is a detailed view of the distal end portion of the

55 endoscope in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system;

FIG. 17 is a detailed view of the camera portion of the

endoscope in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system;

60 FIGS. 18A-18B are detailed views of a distal end portion

of an endoscope in accordance with an embodiment of the

present system:

FIG. 19 shows a flow diagram that illustrates a process in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system; and

65 FIG. 20 shows a portion of a system (e.g., peer, server,

etc.) in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system.
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The following are descriptions of illustrative embodi-

ments that when taken in conjunction with the following

drawings will demonstrate the above noted features and

advantages, as well as further ones. In the following descrip-

tion, for purposes of explanation rather than limitation,

illustrative details are set forth such as architecture, inter-

faces, techniques, element attributes, etc. However, it will be

apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that other

embodiments that depart from these details would still be

understood to be within the scope of the appended claims.

Moreover, for the purpose of clarity, detailed descriptions of

well known devices, circuits, tools, techniques and methods

are omitted so as not to obscure the description of the present

system. It should be expressly understood that the drawings

are included for illustrative purposes and do not represent

the scope of the present system. In the accompanying

drawings, like reference numbers in different drawings may

designate similar elements.

As used herein, the term endoscope will refer to medical

scopes for viewing an enclosed area such as, for example,

laparoscopes, horoscopes, bronchoscopes, colonoscopes,

choledo sho scopes, duodenoscopes, echoendoscopes, ent-

eroscopes, esophagoschoes, gastrocopes, laryngoscopes,

rhinolaryngoscopes, simoidoscopes, and/or other similar

imaging apparatus. Further, it is envisioned that spectro-

scopic camera (e.g., imaging) portions described herein may

be used in vehicles such as aircraft, space exploration,

remote controlled (e.g., unmanned) rovers, robots, etc., in

(e.g., space-, air-, land-, and/or underwater-based environ-

ments. Further, navigation systems may interface with the

present system so as to provide remote navigation capabili-

ties of these vehicles. The present system including spec-

troscopic 3D camera may be incorporated and/or coupled

with the various aforementioned and other systems and

miniature configurations to provide spectroscopic 3D

images, including depth perception of the images captures

by the spectroscopic 3D camera, e.g., for remote navigation,

imaging, exploration and the like of objects including min-

iature objects and/or small crevices, openings, channels in

the objects, which may be any type of body, whether human,

animate, and/or inanimate.

For purposes of simplifying a description of the present

system, the terms "operatively coupled", "coupled" and

formatives thereof as utilized herein refer to a connection

between devices and/or portions thereof that enables opera-

tion in accordance with the present system. For example, an

operative coupling may include one or more of a wired

connection and/or a wireless connection between two or

more devices that enables a one and/or two-way communi-

cation path between the devices and/or portions thereof. For

example, an operative coupling may include a wired and/or

a wireless coupling to enable communication between a

content server (e.g., a search engine, etc.) and one or more

user devices. A further operative coupling, in accordance

with an embodiment of the present system may include one

or more couplings between two or more user devices,

directly or via a network source, such as the content server.

The term rendering and formatives thereof as utilized

herein refer to providing content, such as digital media

which may include, for example, audio information, visual

information, audiovisual information, etc., such that it may

be perceived by at least one user sense, such as a sense of

sight and/or a sense of hearing. For example, the present

system may render a user interface (UI) on a display device

so that it may be seen and interacted with by a user. Further,

the present system may render audio visual content on both

of a device that renders audible output (e.g., a speaker, such
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as a loudspeaker) and a device that renders visual output

(e.g., a display). To simplify the following discussion, the

term content and formatives thereof will be utilized and

should be understood to include audio content, visual con-

5 tent, audio visual content, textual content and/or other

content types, unless a particular content type is specifically

intended, as may be readily appreciated.

The user interaction with and manipulation of the com-

puter environment may be achieved using any of a variety of

io types of human-processor interface devices that are opera-

tionally coupled to a processor (e.g., a controller, a logic

device, etc.) or processors controlling the display environ-

ment. The system may operate alone or in accordance with

a user interface (UI) such as a graphical user interface (GUI)

15 which may be rendered on a display of the system. The

display may include a two- or three-dimensional display.

Stereoscopic endoscopes according to the present systems

include Conjugated Multi-Bandpass Filters (CMBFs) inte-

grated with and/or covering one or more objective lenses (at

20 the distal end of single and/or multiple bores) to project and

form sub-images directly on a single Focal Plane Array

(FPA) without using lenticular lens arrays and/or relay

lenses typically used to form images on an imager and/or to

relay optical images to an eyepiece at the proximal end of

25 conventional endoscopes. Optical sub-images, captured by

the FPA at the distal end of the endoscopes according to the

present systems, are processed to form 3D images and/or

sub-image data/information, such as by converting optical

images and/or sub-images to digital form, e.g., by an analog-

30 to-digital (A/D) converter for processing by a processor,

e.g., to form 3D image data from (e.g., 3 or 6) sets of

sub-image data.

Unlike conventional endoscopes and horoscopes, endo-

scopes in accordance with embodiments of the present

35 system dispense with the need for a lenticular lens portion,

and project right and left images directly on a single FPA

without any lenticular lens portion. Accordingly, endoscopes

in accordance with the present system provide images from

the objective lens system to the FPA without the need for a

40 lenticular lens or lens array. Further, both the objective lens

system and the FPA may be located at a distal end of the

endoscope and may be inserted inside a body for viewing a

region of interest. Integrated circuitry formed on/in a semi-

conductor substrate such as an Integrated Silicon on Chip

45 (ISOC) substrate may also be included at, for example, the

distal end of the endoscope.

FIG. 1A is a side cross sectional view of a dual-objective

endoscope 100 in accordance with an embodiment of the

present system. The endoscope 100 may include first and

50 second sub-units 102 and 104, respectively, which may be

identical to each other and may be situated adjacent to each

other. The first sub-unit 102 may carry a right image and the

second sub-unit 104 may carry a left image. As shown in

FIG. 1A, the dual objective endoscope 100 comprises a first

55 bore 110 having a first lens 112 for receiving first image rays

114 from an ROI 115; and a second bore 120 having a

second lens 122 for receiving second image rays 124 from

the ROI 115. The first and second lenses 112, 122 may each

include several lenses, such as an objective lens (112, 122)

60 for collecting the image rays 114, 124, a focusing lens (116,

126) to focus the collected image rays 114, 124 on a single

Focal Plane Array (FPA) 130. Light sources or illuminators

150 (FIG. 1D) may sequentially illuminate the region of

interest 115 with different colored lights, such as red, green

65 and blue lights. The first sub-unit 102 may be located in the

first bore 110 and the second sub-unit 104 may be located in

the second bore 120. The first and second bores 110, 120
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may be located in a main bore 160 of a body 165 having a

distal end 170 and a proximal end 180. Accordingly, por-

tions of endoscopes which carry/project the right image may

be known as a right image channel and those portions of the

endoscope which carry/project the left image may be known

as a left image channel. During use, the distal end 170 of the

endoscope 100 is typically inserted within a body 182

through a cavity or opening 184 of a body 170 while the

proximal end 180 remains outside of the body 105. The body

170 may be that of a patient, human or otherwise, as well as

the body of any inanimate object where it is desired to look

inside the object.

The lenses 112, 122 may simultaneously receive light

reflected from the region of interest 115 for simultaneously

imaging the first/right and second/left image rays 114, 124

on different (right and left) areas 132, 134, respectively, of

the EPA 130. When the time-sequential illumination pro-

vides RGB light one at a time, after three sequences, a full

color image is collected on the EPA 130. For example, three

(e.g., RGB) right images may be sequentially superimposed

on the right area 132, and simultaneously three (RGB) left

images may be sequentially superimposed on the left area

134, as described in connection with FIGS. 113-11). Accord-

ingly, in the present embodiment, three images may be

captured to form a full color image. However, in embodi-

ments which include a shutter, such as is described below in

connection with FIGS. 7A-713, six images may be necessary

to obtain a full color image.

FIG. 1B is a view of the endoscope 100 taken along line

1B-1B' of FIG. 1A showing a front view of the EPA 130. The

right image area 132 of the EPA 130 captures the first/right

image rays (projection) 114 and the left image area 134 of

the EPA 130 captures the second/left image rays (projection)

124. Although a round EPA 130 and square image areas 132,

134 are shown, it is envisioned that the EPA 130 and image

areas 132, 134 may include other shapes and/or sizes, such

as an oval and/or a rectangular shape type, etc., where the

EPA 130 and the image areas 132, 134 may have the same

or different shape types. For example, FIG. 1C shows a front

view of an oval EPA 130' in accordance with another

embodiment of the present system. The EPA 130' includes

square (or round or any desired shape) right image area 132'

and left image area 134' which correspond with the right

image area 132 and the left image area 134, respectively, of

the EPA 130 shown in FIG. 1B.

FIG. 1D is a front view of the endoscope 100 along line

1D-1D' of FIG. 1A showing an imaging unit 190 that

includes the right objective lens 112, and the left objective

lens 122, where both lenses 112, 114 simultaneously receive

light emitted from illuminators 150 and reflected from the

ROI 405. The illuminators 150 may be arranged around the

periphery of the imaging unit 190 and may be configured

(e.g., under the control of a controller or processor) to

sequentially provide different light of different wavelengths

and therefore colors (e.g., corresponding with an RGB

spectrum) one at a time. For example, at time t1, the

illuminators 150 may provide red light, in response to which

red right and left images may be captured simultaneously on

the right image area 132 and the left image area 134 of the

EPA 130 (shown in FIG. 1A-113). Then, at a later time such

as at time t2, the illuminators 150 may provide green light,

and green right and left images may be captured simulta-

neously on the right image area 132 and the left image area

134 of the EPA 130. Then, at yet a later time such as t3, the

illuminators 150 may provide blue light and blue right and

left images may be captured simultaneously on the right

image area 132 and the left image area 134 of the EPA 130.
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The system may then superimpose information related to the

captured green and blue right and left images (e.g., captured

at times t2 and t3) upon the captured red right and left

images (e.g., captured at time tl) so as to form a full color

5 three dimensional images which may be displayed on a

display of the system. Accordingly, after time t3, that is after

three sequences of illumination (e.g., of red, green, and blue

light), a full color image may be captured by the right and

left image areas 132 and 134, respectively, for further

io processing by an Integrated Silicon on Chip (ISOC).

Accordingly, three images from each of the right and left

image areas 132 and 134, respectively, of the EPA 130 may

be processed to form a full color image, where a right image

is formed on a right image area 132 of the EPA 130, and a

15 left image is formed on a left image area 134 of the EPA 130.

A processor may be configured to correlate and combine the

three right and left images to form a stereo and/or 3D image.

The sequential illumination with red, green, and blue light

(e.g., one at a time), may be provided using any suitable light

20 source such as by light emitting diodes (LEDs), xenon

sources, etc. For example, FIG. 2A is a schematic view of a

system 200A using an LED light source in accordance with

an embodiment of the present system. The system 200A may

include an endoscope (e.g., such as an endoscope viewed

25 from the front having an imaging unit 190'), red, green, and

blue LEDs 210, 212, and 214, respectively, which may

provide corresponding light (e.g., red, green, and blue) to an

illuminator 150 of the imaging unit 190' via a light channel

230. The light channel 230 may include any suitable light

30 conducting channel such as a fiber optic light channel, an

acrylic light channel, etc.

In one embodiment, the light channel 230 comprises one

or more fiber optics to directly illuminate the ROI 15 from

light exiting through the distal or exit end(s) of the fiber

35 optics(s), such as through the illuminators 150 shown in the

various figures of the various embodiments, such as FIGS.

1D, 2A-2C, 5-8, and 10A-10B, for example. In another

embodiment instead of direct illumination, one or more

interface units, such as one or more periscopes to be

4o described in connection with FIG. 16, may receive light

from the distal end(s) of the light guide(s), e.g., at least one

fiber optic cable. The periscope(s) directs, e.g., reflects, light

into a light exit unit which is located around the right and left

pupils and directs light out to illuminate the ROI 115.

45 The light channel 230 may also include a coupler portion

which may couple the LED 210, 212, and/or 214 to the light

channel 230 and a decoupler portion which may couple the

light channel 230 to the illuminator 150. The LEDs 210, 212,

and/or 214 may emit monochromatic light and may be

50 sequentially turned on one at a time under the control of a

controller 220. The controller 220 and/or the LEDs 210, 212,

and/or 214 may be located at, or connected to, a proximal

end 180 (FIG. 1A) of the endoscope 100, for example, such

that the light provided by the LEDs may be transmitted

55 through light guide(s) or light channel(s) 230 such as fiber

optic(s), to the illuminators 150 of the imaging unit 190' at

the distal end of the endoscope 100.

FIG. 2B is a schematic view of a system 200B using a

white light source 235 in accordance with another embodi-

60 ment of the present system. The white light source 235 may

include a suitable light source emitting light which corre-

sponds with a desired spectrum or spectrums such as a white

spectrum. A filter such as a filter 237 may be included to pass

only desired wavelengths (or frequencies, etc.) of light under

65 the controller 220. The filter 237 may include a solid state

and/or analog filter. For example, the filter 237 may include

a rotating color wheel 240 that has three openings covered
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with red, green and blue filters 250, 252, 254, respectively.

As the color wheel 240 is rotated (e.g., by a motor 248 such

as a stepper motor under the control of the controller 220 at

a desired rotational frequency (co)), such that the filter may

sequentially pass a single color of light to the illuminators 5

150 via the light channel 230 at a time.

FIG. 2C is a schematic view of a system 200C using a

white light source 235 in accordance with an embodiment of

the present system. The system 200C may be similar to the

system 200B. However, the system 200C may include a io

rotating wheel 280 which may include a single opening (as

opposed to the three openings of the rotating wheel 240 of

system 20013) and filtered light channels (270, 272, and

274). The filtered light channels 270, 272, 274 may pass only

desired wavelengths of light such as wavelengths of light 15

which correspond with red, green, and blue light spectrums,

respectively (and therefore block other wavelengths of

light). It is further, envisioned that the rotating wheel 280

may include a plurality of openings. During operation, the

light may pass from the white light source 235 through the 20

opening to a single one of the filtered light channels 270,

272, 274. Thus, color filters are associated with the light

channels, such as provided at entrance and/or exit faces 260,

262 of each of the light channels 270, 272, 274. In this case,

three light channels 270, 272, 274 are provided, one having 25

a red filter, a second channel having a green filter and the

third light channel having a blue filter. The rotating wheel

280 has one opening 285 that allows white light from a white

light source 235 to pass to one channel when the opening is

aligned with the channel or light guide. As the rotating wheel 30

280 rotates, the opening 285 sequentially allows white light

to enter the entrance faces on one channel at a time. In FIG.

2C, the opening 285 is aligned with the red channel 270 so

that red light 290 is provided to the illuminators 150 at the

distal end of the endoscope. At a later time, such as time t2, 35

when the wheel 280 rotates and the opening is aligned with

the green channel 272, then green light 292 is provided to the

illuminators 150 and so on, where similarly at a later time 0

when the wheel 280 rotates and the opening is aligned with

the blue channel 274, then blue light 294 is provided to the 40

illuminators 150 for illuminating the ROI sequentially with

red, green and blue lights 290, 292, 294.

In summary, the FPA 130 of an endoscope in accordance

with an embodiment of the present system may simultane-

ously capture right and left optical images directly received 45

(e.g., one color at a time) from an objective lens system of

the endoscope and convert right and left optical images (via

an analog-to-digital converter (A/D)) to digital signals

which may then be processed by an Integrated Silicon on

Chip (ISOC). That is, at time tl, both right and left red 50

images (e.g., of an ROI) are simultaneously imaged on the

right and left areas 132, 134 of the FPA 130 (FIGS. 1A-113);

at time t2, both right and left green images are simultane-

ously imaged on the right and left areas 132, 134 of the FPA

130; and at time t3, both right and left blue images are 55

simultaneously imaged on the right and left areas 132, 134

of the FPA 130.

The various illumination schemes and system shown in

FIG. 2A-2C may be used with various embodiments of the

present endoscopes and/or systems, and different combina- 60

tions thereof, such as single and/or double bore endoscopes,

using mono and/or color FPA, to form sub-images on the

entire or sub-portions of the FPA, for example.

FIG. 3A is a perspective view of an imaging unit 300 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system. The 65

imaging unit 300 may include one or more of an FPA 310

and an Integrated Silicon on Chip (ISOC) 320 which are

14
formed on the same surface of a semiconductor substrate

adjacent to where the FPA 310. Unfortunately, by placing the

ISOC 320 next to the imager/FPA 310 (i.e., on the same

surface of a substrate) the footprint of the imaging unit 300

is increased (e.g., from length 11=4 mm to 12=6.5 mm or

more). This may increase a diameter of a corresponding

endoscope, which may not be desirable, as a larger incision

or opening (e.g., see, 184, FIG. 1A) in the body (e.g., see,

182, FIG. 1A) is required for insertion of the endoscope

through the opening (e.g., 184, FIG. 1A). A compact imag-

ing unit is shown in FIG. 3B. In particular, FIG. 3B is a

perspective view of a compact imaging unit 325 in accor-

dance with another embodiment of the present system. The

imaging unit 325 may include an FPA 330 on a first side of

a substrate and an ISOC 340 on an opposite side of the

substrate. Accordingly, the imaging device 325 may have a

footprint which is substantially identical to a footprint of the

single FPA 330 where the ISOC 340 is on opposite side of

the substrate of the FPA 330. The imaging unit 325 may be

referred to as a folded imager 325.

FIG. 3C is a schematic view of an endoscope 300C

including an imaging device having a folded imager 325C in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system for

capturing images from the ROI 115. The folded imager

325C may be formed from stacked layers 360, 360', 360"

stacked axially along a longitudinal axis 365 of the endo-

scope 300C. The imaging device 325C may include a single

FPA 330 at a front end 372 and the processing circuits (e.g.,

including an ISOC) 340C formed on at least one layer

stacked at a back end 374 of the imaging device 325C

(which may be similar to the imaging device 325 shown in

FIG. 313) over the single FPA 330. The ISOC stack(s) 340C

may be connected to the single FPA 330 through connection

bumps 370.

FIG. 3D is a schematic view of an endoscope 300D

including an alternative imaging device 325D in accordance

with an embodiment of the present system for capturing

images from the ROI 115. Instead of stacks connected by

bumps 370 of the imaging device 325C (of FIG. 3C), the

imaging device 325D may include a folded substrate 380

having the single FPA 330 at the front end 672 and the ISOC

340D at the back end 374 of the imaging device 325D. The

folded flexible substrate 380 may be formed from patterned

silicon membrane or flexible printed circuit boards, or other

suitable material.

The optical images captured by the FPA 330 (i.e., directly

received from the objective lens system) are converted (by

an A/D) to digital signals (e.g., digital image information)

which may be processed by an image processor such as the

ISOC 340 located behind the FPA 330. The ISOC 340

processes the digital signals (i.e., the digital image informa-

tion representing the optical images captured by the FPA

330) and outputs video signals which are transmitted (e.g.,

using a wired or wireless communication method) to a

display screen of the system for viewing of 3D/stereo

images of the ROI 115 (FIG. 1A) by a user (e.g., a surgeon,

etc.). The system may also record 3D image information

corresponding with the images for later use and/or may

transmit the 3D image information to one or more locations

for remote viewing (e.g., by a remote surgeon, etc.).

Another embodiment of the present invention uses a split

pupil having right and left pupils. To achieve stereo vision

or three dimensional vision (31)), different right and left

images may be captured by the FPA and processed to form

a 3D image. In some of the previous embodiment, both the

right and left portions of the FPA (or right and left pupils)

(e.g., corresponding with right and left image channels,
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respectively) receive light/images simultaneously. However,

in embodiments where each image channel has its own bore

(e.g., 110, 120) as shown in FIG. 1A, different right and left

images received by the right and left pupils or lenses 112 and

122, respectively, are imaged on different areas 132, 134 of 5

the FPA 130, as shown in FIG. 113, thus providing stereo-

scopic image information which may be processed to form

a 3D image.

In other embodiments, instead of having both right and

left pupils/lenses receive images simultaneously, various io

schemes may be provided such that an image captured by the

endoscope is only passes through a single pupil at any one

time. For example,

Conjugated Multi-Bandpass Filters (CMBFs) may be

provided to cover, or be integrated with, the right and left 15

pupils which may be formed by a single lens having right

and left pupil portions, or two dedicated lenses, one lens for

the right pupil and one lens for the left pupil, for use in single

and/or dual bore endoscopes. Instead of CMBFs located

over, or integrated with, the right and left pupil, switchable 20

liquid crystal (LC) shutters or mechanical shutters may be

controlled by a controller such that only one pupil passes

image light reflected from the ROI at any one time to project

the passed image light over substantially the entire area of

the FPA, thus increasing resolution as compared to project- 25

ing images on only a portion of the FPA, where a processor

construct a 3D image from six sequential sub-images (RR,

GL, BR, and BO, each projected over the entire FPA area. Of

course, if desired, right and left images may be simultane-

ously projected over right and left portions of the FPA, 30

resulting in reduced resolution, however, faster acquisition

time for forming a 3D image, since the 3D image in this case

is constructed by the processor from three (instead of six)

sequential projections of simultaneous right and left sub-

images (RR RL, GR GL, and BR BL). For example, the 35

controller and/or processor may vary a voltage applied to

right and left LC shutters located over the right and left

pupils, such that one LC shutter is open/transparent to pass

the image light, and the other LC shutter is closed or not

transparent to block the image light from passing through 40

the other shutter. Alternatively, a controller may control

movement of a mechanical shutter, as shown in FIGS.

4A-4B.

In particular, FIG. 4A shows a schematic view of an

endoscope system 400 in accordance with another embodi- 45

ment of the present system. The endoscope system 400

includes one or more of a controller 410, a micro-electro-

mechanical (MEMS) shutter 415 for allowing time multi-

plexing of sub-images, an illumination portion 420, 420', a

lens portion 425, and an FPA 430. The illumination portion 50

750 may include a light source, e.g., an external white light

source in case the FPA is a color FPA having a color filter,

or a light source(s) that provides different colors of light

sequentially, e.g., Red (R), Green (G), and Blue (B) light.

Optical guides may also be provided to direct the external 55

light form the proximal end to a distal end of the endoscope

where the light is then directed away from the endoscope to

illuminate an ROI 115. Of course colored light source(s)

may also be used with a monochrome FPA, where each color

sequentially illuminates the ROI 115. The lens portion 425 60

may include one or more lenses which may project a right

or left image of the ROI 115 upon the FPA 430 depending

upon settings of the shutter 415 as will be discussed below.

The shutter 415 may include a right shutter opening (or

pupil) 440 and a left shutter opening (or pupil) 445 which 65

may block or allow light to pass therethrough based upon a

control signal from the controller 410. Accordingly, the right
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and left shutter openings (pupils) 440, 445, respectively,

may include filters, shutters, or gates which may operate

under the control of the controller 410 and act to pass or

block light from passing therethrough based upon one or

more control signals transmitted from the controller 410 to

the shutter 415 so as to allow only right or left images to be

projected upon the FPA 430 at any one time.

Thus, to ensure that only a right image is projected upon

the FPA 430, the right shutter opening 440 may be opened

so as to allow light to pass therethrough and the left shutter

opening 445 may be substantially or fully closed so as to

block light from passing therethrough. Accordingly, the FPA

430 may be controlled to capture a right image (e.g., at a

given wavelength). Thus, to ensure that only a left image is

projected upon the FPA 430, the left shutter opening 445

may be opened so as to allow light to pass therethrough and

the right shutter opening 440 may be substantially or fully

closed so as to block light from passing therethrough.

Accordingly, the FPA 430 may be controlled to capture a left

image or a portion thereof (e.g., a red, green, or blue

portion/sub-image). Thus, for example, the right pupil may

be blocked and light may be allowed to pass only through

the left pupil, and vice verse. The shutter may include a

liquid crystal (LC) type shutter which may be electronically

controlled (e.g., by the controller 410) to allow light to pass

or block light from passing through a corresponding right or

left pupil 440 and 445, respectively. The controller 410 may

apply a voltage to right or left shutter covering the right and

left pupils 440 and 445, respectively, to control a state (e.g.,

open or blocked) of a corresponding shutter. However as

described, it is also envisioned that the shutter 415 may

include a mechanical shutter portion (e.g., a rotating disk or

a linear shutter coupled to a motor controlled by the control

portion 410) which may be mechanically rotated or linearly

moved back and form between the two pupils 440, 445, to

block one of the pupils.

FIG. 4B is a front view of the endoscope system 400 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system. The

shutter 415 may be mounted at the distal end of the endo-

scope 400. The shutter 415 is shown in a position covering

or closing the left pupil 445 such that light cannot pass

through the left pupil 445. Conversely, the right pupil 440 is

shown in an open position in such that light can pass through

the right pupil 440. Accordingly images of, for example, the

ROI 115 may only pass through the right pupil 440 and will

not pass through the left pupil 445 at the present cycle.

In the various embodiments of the present system, instead

of illumination with colored light and use of a monochrome

FPA, white light may be used along with a color FPA or an

FPA having a color filter. For example, in the embodiment

shown in FIGS. 4A-413 as well in the other described

embodiments, the illumination portion 420, 420' may pro-

vide white light and the FPA 430 may include a color FPA

which may form color images. A color FPA may include, for

example, a monochrome FPA with a color filter array of

RGB filters situated at, for example, the right and left shutter

openings 440 and 445, respectively. The color filters may

include an RGB filter group and may be provided on, for

example, a wheel (e.g., a rotating wheel as discussed else-

where) or may be controlled by the controller 410, or a

further controller/processor, so as to block certain colors

and/or to allow other colors to pass therethrough. Accord-

ingly, color images may be formed using a monochrome

FPA with color filters (e.g., RGB) at the pupils/lenses 440,

445, such as Conjugated Multi-Bandpass Filters (CMBFs)

and/or tunable filters that may be tuned by the controller or

processor 410 to each one of desired bands selectively,
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synchronized by the processor with the illumination, such as

with 3 or 6 illumination sequences to capture 3 sub-images

(where right and left images are simultaneously imaged on

right and left sides of the FPA, for each of the red (R), green

(G) and blue (B) colors, or any desired colors) or 6 sub- 5

images (where each of the 6 RGB right and left sub-images

are imaged on the substantially entire area of the FPA).

In this case, the ROI 115 may be illuminated with colored

light (e.g., instead of white light) to sequentially provide

RGB images to the FPA through the CMBFs or tunable io

filters formed over or integrated with the right and left

pupils/lenses 440, 445.

Shutters may be used with RGB light under the control of

the controller 410 so as to pass certain colors and block other

colors at certain times. Accordingly, the controller 410 may 15

include functionality to synchronize the shutters (either

mechanical shutters or LC shutters) with the illumination

such that, for example, red light is provided (e.g., by the

illumination source) when a color (e.g. R, G, or B) filter is

activated or a tunable filter is tuned to pass a desired color 20

light and/or sub-red light.

It is further envisioned that instead of using a shutter or

switch to ensure that images are passed though one pupil/

lens one at a time, i.e., sequentially, and to eliminate the need

to synchronize the sequential color illumination with block- 25

ing/passing of images through one pupil at a time, matched

complementary or Conjugated Multi-Bandpass Filters

(CMBFs), and/or a tunable filter(s) may be used. In particu-

lar, complementary right (RGB,) and left (RGB,)

multi-band pass filters are used at the right and left pupils, 30

respectively. Further, the illumination is provided through a

multi-band pass filter which is matched to the complemen-

tary right (RGB,) and left (RL GB,) multi-band pass

filters located at the right and left pupils/lenses.

The right (RGB,) and left (RL GB,) conjugated or 35

complementary multi-band pass filters at the right and left

pupils do not require energy, have no moving parts, and do

not require synchronization, since these right (RGB,) and

left (RGB,) multi-band pass filters are matched to the

illuminating light. Thus, when the ROI is illuminated with 40

RedRig, (RR) light, this RR light will reflect back from the

object of interest and enter or pass through only the right

pupil through the band pass filter RR at the right pupil, and

is blocked from entering or passing through the left pupil by

the left (RGB,) multi-band pass filter located over the left 45

pupil.

FIG. 5 is a schematic view of an endoscope system 500

in accordance with an embodiment of the present system.

The endoscope system 500 may include an endoscope 502

including single bore or housing 505 (instead of having two 50

bores 110, 120 of the dual objective endoscope 100 shown

in FIG. 1A). The endoscope system 500 may provide a

stereoscopic 3-D image of an object or the ROI 115 inside

of the body 182. During use, the endoscope 502 may be

inserted into the body 182 through an opening or cavity 184 55

which, for example, may include a natural opening, an

incision, etc. The housing 505 may have a distal end 510 and

a proximal end 515, where the distal end 510 is insertable

into the cavity or opening 184 of the body 182. An imaging

device 325 for obtaining optical images of the ROI 115 is 60

located at the distal end 510 and may include an imager or

FPA 330 which may capture images projected thereon, a

processor to process the images captured by the FPA 330 and

to form output signals such as video signals. The processor

may include ISOC circuitry 340 or other suitable 65

processor(s), where the ISOC including the processor(s) 340

is behind the FPA 330 and has the same footprint of the FPA
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330, where a length or diameter of the footprint may be 4

mm or less, such as 1-4 mm including any sizes therebe-

tween, such as 3-4 mm, 2-4 mm, 2-3 mm, etc.

The imaging device 325 device may be coupled to one or

more of an illumination source 550, a display 555, and a

controller 595 using wired and/or wireless coupling tech-

niques and/or connecting devices. For example, a cable 545

may couple the imaging device 325 to the illumination

source 550, the display 555, and/or the controller 595. The

cable 545 may include a signal line to transmit video signals

(e.g., from the ISOC) to the display 555 for displaying the

optical images of the ROI 115 in multi-dimensions (e.g., 3D,

etc.). It is further envisioned that a wireless coupling may be

used to transmit the video signals from the ISOC 340 to the

display 555. The cable 545 may include one or more light

guide to channel light from the illumination source 550 to

the illuminators 150 at the front end of the imaging device

325. However, it is also envisioned that the illuminators may

be incorporated within the imaging device 325 so as to

illuminate the ROI 115 under the control of the controller

595.

The imaging device 325 may include a single focal plane

detector array such as the FPA 330 at a front end 565 (of the

imaging device 625) facing the region of interest (ROI) 115

for capturing images of the ROI 115. The imaging device

325 may further include processing circuits having suitable

processors such as, for example, the ISOC 340 which may

be located at a back end 575 (of the imaging device 325)

behind the FPA 330 and may have the same footprint as the

FPA 330 so that the ISOC 340 does not enlarge an outer

cross section 580 of the imaging device 325, where the cross

section 580 may be less than 4 mm, such as between 1-4

mm. The ISOC 340 may be operative to convert the optical

images captured by the FPA 330 into the video signals for

display on the display 555.

A front view of the endoscope 502 in accordance with an

embodiment of the present system is shown in FIG. 6. The

imaging device 325 may include right and left pupils 585

and 590, respectively, which have complementary right

(RRGRBR) and left (RC-,B,) multi-band pass filters,

respectfully, where a single lens 730 (FIG. 7A) in the single

bore or housing 505 (unlike the dual lenses 112, 122 in the

two bores 110,120 of FIG. 1A) projects right and left images

on the FPA 330. Thus, the right and left pupils 585 and 590

are different from the right and left lenses 112 and 122,

respectively, of the dual objective endoscope of FIG. 1A

which independently and simultaneously images right and

left images on an FPA. An area of a cross section 580 of the

endoscope 502 is compact so as to easily pass through an

opening or incision in a body.

During operation, the right pupil 585 receives a right

image through a right multi-band pass filter (such as Con-

jugated Multi-Bandpass Filters (CMBFs) 710, 720 shown in

FIG. 9) having right three pass bands RGB, 710 as

illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 9. In a similar manner, the left

pupil 590 receives a left image through a left multi-band

pass filter (such as filter 720 shown in FIGS. 7 and 9) having

left three pass bands RGB, as illustrated in FIG. 9 which

is a graph illustrating pass bands and stop bands 910, 920 of

a Conjugated Multi-Bandpass Filters (CMBFs) 710, 720 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system. As

shown in FIG. 9, the right multi-band pass filter 710 having

the right three pass bands RGB, is the complement of the

left multi-band pass filter 720 having left three pass bands

RLGLBL. That is, the pass bands RGB, of the right

multi-band pass filter 710 corresponds to the stop bands 920

of the left multi-band pass filter 720. Similarly, the pass
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bands RLGLBL of the left multi-band pass filter 720 corre-

sponds to the stop bands 910 of the right multi-band pass

filter 710.

FIG. 7A is a schematic view of the imaging device 325

components of the endoscopic system 500 (FIG. 5) in 5

accordance with an embodiment of the present system. The

imaging device 325 may further include a lens system 730.

The lens system 730 may include several lenses, such as an

objective lens and a focusing lens for imaging the right

image 740 and the left image 750 directly on the (single) io

FPA 330. The illuminators 150 (see also FIGS. 4D and 6)

illuminate the ROI 115 through Conjugated Multi-Bandpass

Filters (CMBFs) 810 (shown in FIG. 8), having the right

three pass bands (RRGRBR) and the left three pass bands

(RLGLBL). The multi-band pass filter 810 may be matched 15

to the right multi-band pass filter 710 and the left multi-band

pass filter 720 (FIGS. 7A-713 and 9) covering the right and

left pupils, respectively, so that when the ROI 115 is

illuminated with one color light, such as in the right red band

RR, then this RR light reflected from the ROI 115 passes 20

through the right pupil 585 through the pass band RR of the

right multi band filter 710 RRGRBR covering the right pupil

585, and is blocked from passing through the left pupil 590

by the stop band 920 (FIG. 9) of the left multi band filter 720

RLGLBL, covering the left pupil 590. After six sequential 25

illuminations by any sequence of lights in the bands

RRGRBR RLGLBL, where each of the six sub-images is

imaged on the entire FPA (as will be described in connection

with FIG. 11A) a full color image is achieved. As previously

described and will be described in connection with FIG. 30

1113, both right and left images, e.g., RR and RL images, may

be simultaneously imaged on the FPA, by simultaneously

illuminating the ROI with both a right color and a left color

(e.g., RR and RL simultaneous illumination), then a full color

image is obtained after three sequential illuminations. 35

Although, the illumination source 550 (see also FIG. 5) may

be situated remotely from the endoscope 502, it is also

envisioned that the illumination source 550 may be situated

within the housing 505 of the endoscope 502 and may be

adjacent to or formed integrally with the illuminators 150. 40

As shown in FIG. 7B the right and left conjugated

multi-bandpass filters (CMBFs) 710', 720', used to pass right

and left sub-images RRGRBR RGB, may each have a

semicircular shape which are placed next to each other to

form a full circular conjugated multi-bandpass filter which 45

may be placed over a lens and/or a transparent support

substrate, such as removably placed on a front and/or a back

surface of the lens and/or the transparent support substrate,

or removably inserted into an objective lens, or integrated

with a lens, to form and/or cover the right and left pupils of 50

the imaging device 325. This provides for easily converting

the binocular two-pupil imaging unit or camera 325 into a

monocular camera by simply removing the CMBF pair 710',

720' allowing a user/operator of the endoscope to select

between binocular and monocular imaging to obtain better 55

images depending on the environment and desired viewing

distances. For example, monocular imaging may be selected

and used to view long viewing distances, where depth

perception is not as important, while binocular imaging to

obtain depth perception may be used for viewing short 60

distances.

Illustratively, for a working distance of 6 to 12 mm, the

binocular imaging systems using the CMBF pair 710, 720

(710', 720') provides better depth resolutions than that

without the CMBF over the viewing distances range 65

between 6 to 12 mm. Improved depth perception or depth

resolution is provided at working or viewing distances of 5
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mm to 2 cm with a 60 degree field of view using a negative

or wide angle lens by the embodiments using right and left

lenses or openings/apertures separated by a distance

between 0.5 mm to 2 mm, such as a distance of 1 mm, as

well as the embodiments where the right and left images are

captured by the semicircular CMBF pair 710', 720' shown in

FIG. 7B.

FIG. 8 is a schematic view of an illumination source 550

(also shown in FIG. 5) of the endoscope 500 in accordance

with an embodiment of the present system. The illumination

source 550 may include a plurality of sources 830, 832, 834,

840, 842, 844 and corresponding pass band filters (PBFs)

RR, GR, BR, RL, GL, and BL of a multi bandpass filter 810.

The sources 830, 832, 834, 840, 842, and 844 may include

any suitable white light sources such as Xenon sources, etc.

The controller 595 (also shown in FIG. 5) may control the

illumination source 550 such that the illumination source

550 sequentially turns on the light sources 830, 832, 834,

840, 842, 844 one at a time so as to illuminate the ROI 110

via light guide(s) 820 and the illuminators 150 of the

imaging device 325. If desired, lenses 825 may also be

provided between the CMBFs 810 and the light guide(s)

820. Accordingly, light from the sources 830, 832, 834, 840,

842, 844 may pass through the corresponding illumination

pass-band filters (PBFs) RR, GR, BR, RL, GL, and BL of the

illumination multi bandpass filter 810 so that the region of

interest (ROI)115 is illuminated one at a time by light within

one of the three right pass bands (RRGRBR) and the three left

pass bands (RLGLBL) during each illumination interval.

During each illumination interval, the illuminating light is

reflected from the ROI 115 and is passes through the right or

left multi-band pass filter 710, 720 (shown in FIGS. 7A-713)

covering the right and left pupils 585, 590 to form an image

of the ROI 115 projected upon substantially the whole or

entire area 1110 (FIG. llA) of the single FPA 330 and

processed by an image processor such as the ISOC 340.

Then, after six illumination intervals, namely by lights in the

bands of RRGRBR and RLGLBL, the individual images may

captured by the FPA 330 may be superimposed to form a full

color image. For example, the image data from the ISOC

340 is processed using an algorithm at the display site to

combine and form 3D images from the 3 or 6 sub-images

and/or image data. The right and left images may be

superimposed at the viewing plane of the display 555. Thus,

after six illumination intervals, three (RGB) right images are

superimposed over each other on the entire FPA area 1110

(FIG. llA) and three (RGB) left images are superimposed

over each other also on the entire FPA area 1110. Six image

information or data are processed and correlated by a

processor to form 3D images displayed on a display 555

(FIG. 5). In summary, six images may be used to form the

full color formed on substantially the entire FPA area 1110

(FIG. 11A). That is, each one of the six images RR, GR, BR,

RL, BL (in any sequence) may be formed on the entire area

1110 (FIG. llA) of the FPA 330.

Any sequence of illumination using the six Xenon (white)

light sources may be used, where three (RRGRBR) right

sub-images may be collected and superimposed to form a

right image, and three (RLGLBL) left sub-images may be

collected and superimposed to form a left image. That is, the

illumination to provide the six sources 830, 832, 834, 840,

842, 844 may be in any sequences such as RR, GR, BR, RL,

GL, BL, or RR, RL, GR, GL, 13R, BL, etc. It should be noted

that since each color is divided into right and left bands, such

as RedR,g,,, (RR) and RedL 1, (RL), the right and left images

are not exactly the same color, but are metamers.
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Further, instead of collecting the full color image after six

illuminations (where each of the six images is formed on the

entire EPA 330), a full color image may be collected after

three illuminations (where each right and left image is

simultaneously projected on respective right and left halves

1150, 1155 of an image capture portion such as the EPA 330'

of FIG. 1113) using only three Xenon (white) light sources,

with three multi-band pass filters, namely, a first Xe light

source that provides light through a filter having the band-

pass of RR, RL, a second Xe light source that provides light

through a filter having the bandpass of GR, GL, and a third

Xe light source that provides light through a filter having the

bandpass of BR, BL. Thus, after the first illumination using

light in the band RR, RL, right and left red images are

simultaneously imaged on right and left EPA areas (e.g., see,

132, 134 of FIGS. 1B and 1155 and 1150 of FIG. 1113) the

second illumination with light in the band GR, GL is used to

image right and left green images simultaneously on the

right and left EPA areas 132, 134 (where the green images

are superimposed on the red images), and the third illumi-

nation with light in the band BR, BL is used to image right

and left blue images simultaneously on the right and left

EPA areas 132, 134 (where the blue images are superim-

posed on the previously images red and green images).

Again, any sequence of illumination using three Xenon

(white) light sources may be used, such as RRRL, GRGL,

BRBL or GRGL RRRL BRBL etc.

FIG. 10A is a schematic view of a system 1000A in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system. The

system 1000A may be similar to the endoscope system 500.

However, the system 1000A may include two white light

sources (e.g., Xenon, etc.), as will be discussed below, which

provide illumination instead of three white (Xenon) light

sources for illumination to form the right image and another

three Xe light sources for illumination to form the left image

as was described above in connection with the embodiment

of FIG. 8. Accordingly, the system 1000A includes one right

light source 1010 is for illumination to form the right image,

and one left light source 1020 is for illumination to form the

left image. This is achieved using a right rotating wheel 1080

having a single opening 1085 for sequentially illuminating

RGB right channels or light guides 1070, 1072, 1074 (inside

the endoscope 502) that include RGB filters, respectively,

such as at their entrance or exit ends 1050, 1060, similar to

the embodiment described in connection with FIG. 2C.

Similarly, a left light source 1020 provides white light

through the opening 1087 of a left rotating wheel 1082 for

sequentially illuminating one at a time the entrance side

1050 of left channels or light guides 1075, 1077, 1079 that

include RGB filters, respectively. The right and left light

sources 1080 and 1020, respectively, may be controlled by

the controller 595 (FIG. 5). Similarly, the right and left

wheels 1085 and 1082, respectively, may be controlled by

the controller 595 (FIG. 5) to rotate at a desired angular

frequency (w) and may be synchronized with operation of

the right and left sources 1080 and 1020, respectively, and/or

the EPA. The right and left light guides 1070, 1072, 1074,

1075, 1077, 1079 are coupled to the illuminators 150 for

illuminating the ROI 115.

FIG. 10B is a schematic view of a system 1000B in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system. In

the system 100013, light from a white source 1010 such as a

Xenon lamp may be selectively passed through single rotat-

ing wheel 1083 having first, second and third apertures

1038R, 1038G, and 103813, respectively, used to receive

white light from the source 1310, for example. The three

apertures 1038R, 1038G, and 1038B are respectively cov-
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ered with, or include, red, green, and blue filters, where each

filter includes both the right and left band portions. More

particularly, the first aperture 10388 is includes a RRRL filter,

the second aperture 1038G includes a GRGL filter and the

5 third aperture 1038B includes a filter BRBL filter. Accord-

ingly, the three apertures 1038R, 1038G, and 1038B each

may pass light of a different color spectrum as illustrated in

FIG. 10C which is a graph of colors passed through the first

through third apertures 1038R, 1038G, and 103813, respec-

io tively, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system. During use, RRRL, GRGL, and BRBL filters of the

first, second and third apertures 1038R, 1038G, 103813,

respectively, may pass corresponding colors and block other

colors of light from the source 1310 as the wheel 1383

15 rotates. Thus, rotation of the wheel 1083 with the thee

apertures simultaneously provides both right and left one

color (e.g., red, green, and blue, in sequence) illumination

for simultaneously imaging both right and left red images on

the right and left areas 1150, 1155 of the EPA 330' shown in

20 FIG. 11B. Accordingly, after three illuminations with RRRL,

GRGL, BRBL in any sequence, the image information

obtained from the EPA 330' may be processed and a corre-

sponding full color image is obtained.

FIG. 11A shows an imaging system 1100A having an

25 endoscope with a single lens 1130 in accordance with an

embodiment of the present system. In response to sequential

illumination, where light having the half-band of a color

sequentially (or one at a time) illuminates the ROI 115

(namely, by six sequential illumination in any order using

30 the following six colored lights RR, RL, GR, GL, BR, BL), the

single lens 1130 may sequentially receive one at a time six

sub-images of the right and left images from the right and

left multi-band pass filters 710 and 720, respectively, cov-

ering the right and left pupils 585 and 590, respectively. The

35 single lens 1130 may form the image on the entire (or a

substantial portion of) an image capture area 1110 of the

EPA 330. The system may process six sequential images

captured during six sequential illuminations and process the

six sequential images to form a full stereo (e.g., right and

40 left) color image. The six sequential images may correspond

with a sequential formation of RGB right and RGB left

images on the entire image capture area 1110 of the EPA 330

(in any sequence such as RR, GR, BR, RL, GL, BL, or RR, RL,

GR, GL, BR, BL, etc.). Thus, the entire or a substantial portion

45 of the image capture area 1110 of the EPA 330 may be used

to from a single image. With regard to the EPA 330, it may

have a cross section (e.g., an image capture area) which is

shaped and sized such that an image of sufficient detail may

be captured. For example, as shown, the EPA 630 may

50 include a circular cross section 1120. Of course, that shape

of the EPA cross section and/or EPA image portions may any

shape, such as circular, oval, square, rectangular, etc.

FIG. 11B shows an imaging system 1100B having an

endoscope with a dual lens configuration in accordance with

55 an embodiment of the present system. The endoscope sys-

tem 1100B is similar to the endoscope system 1100A.

However, the endoscope system 1100B includes two lenses

1140, 1145 (as opposed to a single lens). In response to

simultaneous illumination with both right and left sub-

60 colors, the two lenses 1140, 1145 may simultaneously

receive right and left images from the right and left multi-

band pass filters 710 and 720, respectively, covering the

right and left pupils 885 and 890, respectively. Each of the

two lenses 1140 and 1145 projects an image of a ROI 115 on

65 a half the EPA area. In particular, the right lens 1140 forms

an image on the right EPA area 1150 (e.g., a right halve) and

the left lens 1145 forms an image on the left EPA area 1155
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(e.g., left halve). To minimize cross sectional area, the EPA

may have an oval cross section 1160. However, other shapes

and sizes are also envisioned. Of course, instead of the two

lenses 1140, 1145, a single lens (such as the lens 1130 shown

in FIG. 11A) may be also be used to simultaneously receive

right and left images from the right and left multi-band pass

filters 710 and 720, respectively, in response to simultaneous

illumination with both right and left sub-colors, such as a

first illumination using red right and left lights RR and RL,

followed by a second illumination using GR and GL, and

again followed by a third illumination using BR and BL, for

example. Accordingly, a full color stereo (right and left)

color image is formed using image information which

corresponds with images from three sequential illumina-

tions, each of which may correspond with:

RR, RL red right and left images formed (at one sequence)

simultaneously on the right and left halves 1150 and 1155,

respectively, of the EPA 330', such as at the first sequential

illumination;

GR, GL green right and left images formed at another

sequence, such as at the second sequential illumination to

simultaneously form right and left green images on the right

and left halves 1150 and 1155, respectively, of the EPA 330',

and

BR, BL blue right and left images formed at the final

sequence to simultaneously form right and left green images

on the right and left halves 1150 and 1155 of the EPA 330'.

After three time-sequential illuminations, three (superim-

posed) right and left images formed on the right and left

halves 1150,1155 of the EPA 330'. The three time-sequential

illuminations provide three illuminations in the following

three bands RRRL, GRGL, BRBL in any sequence (GRGL,

RRRL, BRBL, or BRBL, GRGL, RRRL etc.) Of course, if

desired, the full color image may be formed after six

sequential illuminations for providing light in the six bands

sequentially, RR, GR, BR, RL, GLBL, or in any other

sequence.

It is also envisioned that a triangulator may be provided

to adjust an alignment of imaging portions (e.g., lenses, etc.)

apparatus such that they may be parallel or non-parallel

(e.g., toed inward) to each other. The triangulator may be

controlled by automatically by a controller/processor and/or

manually by a user.

The imaging systems discussed above may be incorpo-

rated into endoscopes such as scissor-type rotating angle

MIS endoscopes as will be discussed below with reference

with FIGS. 12A through 21.

FIG. 12A shows a front perspective view of a stereoscopic

imaging system 1200 in accordance with an embodiment of

the present system. The stereoscopic imaging system 1200

may include an imaging portion which has two lenses 1214

so as to capture stereoscopic images as described above.

Illuminators 1212 may receive light (e.g., RGB, or white

light) from a light source (e.g., LEDs, Xenon bulbs, etc.) via

a light guide(s) such as a fiber optic cable(s) 1204, and emit

light for illuminating a ROI for viewing and/or image

capture. However, it is also envisioned that the illuminators

1212 may include light from, for example, one or more light

sources situated within the body portion 1202 which may

include a lens barrel 1210 attached thereto. The body portion

1202 may be sized and/or shaped as desired (e.g., round,

square, oval, etc.). An image capture portion, such as a CCD

(Charge-Coupled Device), CMOS (Complementary Metal

Oxide Semiconductor device), EPA, etc., and/or an image

processing portion may be included within the body portion

1202. The FPA may capture images projected thereon by one

or more lenses, filters, pupils, etc., situated within the lens
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barrel 1210. The processing portion may process the images

for transmission via, for example, one or more power and

signal cables 1206 to be displayed on a display. The lens

barrel 1210 may be attached to the body portion 1202 via an

5 interface 1208 such as a bayonet mount, etc. Accordingly,

the lens barrel may be swapped and/or removable from the

body portion 1202.

FIG. 12B shows a rear perspective view of a stereoscopic

imaging system 1200 of FIG. 12A in accordance with an

io embodiment of the present system. The imaging portions of

the present system may be incorporated with endoscopes,

robotic arms, etc. such as is shown elsewhere in the descrip-

tion. However, it is also envisioned that the stereoscopic

imaging system 1200 may include wireless communication

15 portions which may wirelessly receive and/or transmit infor-

mation.

FIG. 13 illustrates a stereoscopic imaging device 1300 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present system. The

stereoscopic imaging device 1300 may provide forward and

20 rearward views of a ROI and may be similar MIS tools as

described in U.S. Patent Application No. 2009/0187072 the

contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. The

stereoscopic imaging device 1300 may include body portion

1318, handles 1306, a shaft 1310, a linkage portion 1312, a

25 stereoscopic imaging portion 1302, and a mirror, a lens

portion and/or imaging systems 1304 (such as including a

camera portion 1402, 1802 shown in FIGS. 14-18B). The

linkage portion 1312 may be coupled to one of the scissor-

type handles 1306 such that movement of the coupled

30 scissor-type handle 1306 may result in displacement of the

linkage portion 1312. The stereoscopic imaging portion

1302 may be coupled to the linkage portion 1312 such that

displacement of the linkage portion 1312 may cause the

stereoscopic imaging portion to be rotationally displaced or

35 otherwise deflected so as to change a viewing direction. The

stereoscopic imaging portion 1302 may capture images

which are reflected off of a reflective portion such as mirror

1304 so as to capture images of an ROI 115 in a rearward

viewing direction (in relation to the a longitudinal axis of the

40 shaft 1310) illustrated by arrow 1308 at one or more viewing

angles. The angle of the mirror or imaging system 1304 may

be adjusted and locked in position so that a desired viewing

angle may be obtained. Further, the mirror or other imaging

systems may be removed (or otherwise adjusted) so that the

45 stereoscopic imaging portion 1302 may capture a forward

view as illustrated by arrow 1309. As will be described,

instead of or in addition to the mirror 1304, the imaging

portion 1302 may include rotary devices to rotate the

imaging portion 1302, or parts thereof, in order to provide

5o rearward viewing.

FIG. 14 illustrates an endoscope 1400 in accordance with

an embodiment of the present system. The endoscope 1400

may be similar to the endoscope 1300 (FIG. 13) and may

include one or more of a body portion 1418, handles 1406,

55 a shaft 1410, a distal end portion 1422, cables 1412 includ-

ing a light guide(s) shown as reference numeral 1420 in FIG.

16, and a camera portion 1402. The body portion 1418 may

be coupled to the handles 1706 such that one handle 1406 of

the handles 1406 may move relative to the body portion

60 1418. The shaft 1410 may be coupled at a proximal end to

the body portion 1418 and may be coupled to the distal end

portion 1422 at its distal end. The shaft 1410 may include an

opening for receiving a rod (e.g., see, 1416, FIGS. 15-17)

which may be coupled at a proximal end to one of the

65 handles 1406 and may be coupled at a distal end to a gear

rack 1432 (FIG. 17) such that displacement of one handle

1406 relative to the other handle 1406 may cause displace-
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ment of rod 1416 and the gear rack 1432 in a direction which

may be parallel to the longitudinal axis 1413 of the shaft.

The camera portion 1402 may be rotatably coupled to the

distal end portion 1422 at pivot 1423 (FIG. 18) such that the

camera portion 1402 may rotate about a pivot axis 1414 as

illustrated by arrow 1417 (FIG. 14). The rotation may be

greater than 120 degrees as indicated by arrow 1419 (FIG.

14). Accordingly, the camera portion 1402 may rotate by

about ±120 degrees horizontally about its pivot axis 1414.

As shown in FIGS. 14-15 and 17, the camera portion 1402

may include a pinion 1430 (FIG. 17) which may engage the

gear rack 1432 such that movement of the rod 1416 (e.g.,

caused by displacement of the handle portion 1406 coupled

thereto) in a direction which is longitudinal to the shaft 1410

may cause the camera to rotate about the pivot axis 1414.

Accordingly, when the handle 1406 which is coupled to the

shall is displaced relative to the other handle 1406, the rod

1416 is displaced in a direction which is relative to the

longitudinal direction of the shaft 1410. The cables 1412

may include a light guide and/or transmission reception

cables, etc. for transmitting (e.g., image information, etc.)

and receiving (e.g., control commands, power, etc.) various

information and/or power. However, it is also envisioned

that information may be transmitted and/or received using a

wireless communication method. The light guide 1420 may

include a fiber optic line which may couple an illuminator

(e.g., see, 1442, FIG. 16) of the camera portion 1402 to a

light source such as a Xenon, LED, or other light source.

FIG. 14 is a detailed view of the distal end portion 1422

of the endoscope 1400 (shown by a dotted circle labeled 15

in FIG. 14) in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system. The camera portion 1402 is shown rotatably dis-

placed such that side facing images may be captured. The

rod 1416 may be held in position against the pinion (e.g.,

see, 1430, FIG. 17) by a rail or track 1432.

FIG. 16 is a detailed view of the distal end portion 1422

of the endoscope 1400 (FIG. 14) in accordance with an

embodiment of the present system. The camera portion 1402

may include a body portion 1436 which may include two

lugs 1438 which may engage corresponding openings 1440

in the distal end portion 1422 which may define the pivot

axis 1414 (FIGS. 17-18) about which the camera portion

1402 may rotate.

In another embodiment, a rotatable interface between the

light guide 1420 and the camera 1402 provides for easier

rotation of the camera 1402. The rotatable interface com-

prises the at least one periscope which may be used along

with at least one fiber optic cable to direct light from light

sources to the distal end of the camera to illuminate the ROI

115. Illustratively, one of the lugs 1438 comprises the

periscope connected to the light guide 1420, e.g., a fiber

optic cable that receives light from a light source(s) and

provides light to one end of the periscope. The periscope

comprises angled reflectors e.g., at 45 degrees, for directing

light from one (or entrance) end to another (or exit) end of

the periscope. The angled reflectors may be one mirror at the

periscope entrance end to receive light from the fiber optic

1420 and reflect light to another mirror located at the exit

end of the periscope. The second mirror reflects the light

from the first mirror to exit out of the periscope exit end and

to reflect from a surface, such as the internal surface of the

camera portion 1402, which is internally coated. Light

reflected from the internal surface of the camera housing is

directed to exit from the front surface of the camera to

illuminate the ROI 115. For example, the reflected light exits

from the periphery of the camera front surface shown as an

illuminator 1442 in FIG. 16.
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The body portion 1436 may include the illuminator 1442,

which may comprise a diffuser to provide diffused illumi-

nation of the ROI, for example, from around the body

periphery. The illuminator 1442 may include an optically

5 conductive material (e.g., glass, plastic (e.g., polycarbon-

ate), mineral, etc.) and which may have an optically reflec-

tive coating 1446 (FIG. 17) applied to a surface thereof, such

the internal surface that receives light from the periscope

exit end and reflect the light out to form the illuminator
10 

1442. Accordingly, light which enters the optically conduc-

tive material of the body portion 1736 (e.g., from the light

source via the light guide 1420) may be directed outward

from a front side of the illuminator 1442 as illustrated by

15 arrow 1448. The illuminator 1442 may be coupled to the

light guide 1420 using any suitable method such as a mirror,

an optical slip ring, direct coupling, etc. An image capture

portion 1454 may capture images which may be processed

and/or transmitted on a display of the system. The image

20 capture portion 1454 may include a stereoscopic imaging

apparatus as disclosed herein, e.g., an EPA, or may include

a commercial off the shelf (COTS) cameras) such as a

wireless PILLCAMTM or the like.

FIG. 17 is a detailed view of the camera portion 1402 of
25 the endoscope 1400 in accordance with an embodiment of

the present system. The pinion 1430 may be attached to or

formed integrally with a corresponding one of the lugs 1418

and is shown engaging the gear rack 1432. The image

capture portion 1454 may include one or more apertures

30 1450 through which 2D and/or stereoscopic and/or 3D

images may be captured. Accordingly, for example, two

inner apertures may be located in an interior portion of the

image capture portion 1454 and may view a ROI via the

35 aperture 1450. However, it is also envisioned that two

apertures 1450 spaced apart from each other may also be

included, as described.

FIG. 18A is a detailed view of a distal end portion 1822

of an endoscope 1800 in accordance with an embodiment of

40 the present system. The endoscope 1800 may be similar to

the endoscope 1400 of FIG. 14. However, the camera

portion 1802 may include apertures 1850 (through which

images may be captured) to provide a forward view shown

by arrow 1860 in FIG. 18B. The camera portion 1802 is

45 handedly or rotatebly attached via the two lugs 1438 which

in this case are offset from a centerline of the camera portion

1802 such that the camera portion 1802 may be rotated by

about ISO degrees about its offset pivot axis 1814' to provide

a rearward view, shown by arrow 1865 in FIG. 1813, which

50 is substantially along a longitudinal axis of a shaft portion

1810 (which is similar to shaft 1410 shown in FIG. 14) to

which a distal end portion 1822 is attached. An illuminator

1842 may be similar to the illuminator 1442 (shown in

FIGS. 14-17) and may provide illumination to an ROI.

55 FIG. 19 shows a flow diagram that illustrates a process

1900 in accordance with an embodiment of the present

system. The process 1900 may be performed using one or

more computers and/or processors, e.g., communicating

over a network. The process 1900 can include one of more

60 of the following acts. Further, one or more of these acts may

be combined and/or separated into sub-acts, if desired. In

operation, the process may start during act 1901 and then

proceed to act 1903.

During act 1903, the process may capture images in

65 accordance with an embodiment of the present system.

Accordingly, the process may perform a stereoscopic image

capture process to capture a plurality of left and/or right
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images of an ROI 115, as described, using illumination from

one or more sources. Then, the process may continue to act

1905.

During act 1905, the process may digitize and process the

right and left images captured during act 1903 so as to form

corresponding stereoscopic image information, e.g., using

ISOC (340 in FIG. 3) and/or processor(s)/controller(s) 2010

shown in FIG. 20. Then, the process may continue to act

1907.

During act 1907, the process may display the processed

stereoscopic images information, e.g., on a rendering device

2030 (FIG. 20) such as the display 555 shown in FIG. 5,

using a method suitable for displaying stereoscopic images.

Then, the process may continue to act 1909.

During act 1909, the process may store the processed

stereoscopic image information in a memory 2020 (FIG. 20

of the system. Then, the process may end at act 1911.

FIG. 20 shows a portion of a system 2000 (e.g., stand

alone system, peer, server, device interconnected through a

network, wired and/or wireless, etc.) in accordance with an

embodiment of the present system including an endoscopic

unit 2090 connected to a network 2080 and a user interface

input/output device 2070. For example, a portion of the

present system may include a processor 2010 operationally

coupled to a memory 2020, a display 2030, a camera portion

2040, and a user input device 2070. The memory 2020 may

be any type of device for storing application data as well as

other data related to the described operation. Application

data, e.g., stored in memory 2020, and other data are

received by the processor 2010 for configuring (e.g., pro-

gramming) the processor 2010 to perform operation acts in

accordance with the present system. The processor 2010 so

configured becomes a special purpose machine particularly

suited for performing in accordance with the present system,

such as to correlate right and left sub-image information to

form a stereoscopic 3D image information for display on the

rendering device, e.g., display 2030.

The camera portion 2040 may include one or more lenses

2042, filters 2044, image capture portion 2046 (e.g., an EPA,

etc.), and an illuminators 2048 and may operate under the

control of the processor 2010. The camera portion 2040 may

operate as a still camera, a video camera, a 3D camera, etc.

The processor may control or be configured to control

process the image information from the camera portion, may

form corresponding image information (such as 3D image

information), and may store the processed image informa-

tion in accordance with one or more standards such as, for

example, an MPEG4 (Motion Picture Experts Group-4)

standard. The processor may control or also be further

configured to control light sources (e.g., LEDs, Xenon

bulbs, etc) which may provide light such as white light or

RGB (e.g., red, green, and/or blue) light to the illuminators

2048. The system may further include a synchronizer, and/or

the processor may be further configured to synchronize

operation (e.g. timing, etc.) of one or more of the light

sources, illuminator, optical filters, optical image capturing

devices (e.g., the EPA), and image processors to operate in

synch with each other. Further, the system may include an

image correlator, and/or the processor may be further con-

figured to correlate data and/or sub-images captured by the

image capturing devices (e.g., the EPA) and form therefrom

full 3D and/or stereoscopic images, such as by superimpos-

ing 3 or 6 sub-images obtained during illumination

sequences, for example, obtained during 3 or 6 sequences of

illumination with different color lights, as described.

The operation acts may include requesting, providing,

and/or rendering of content such as processed image infor-
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mation to render images such as stereoscopic/31) images on

a display of the system. The user input 2070 may include a

keyboard, mouse, trackball, scissor mechanism, lever,

remote control, or other device, including touch sensitive

5 displays, which may be stand alone or be a part of a system,

such as part of a personal computer, personal digital assis-

tant, mobile phone, set top box, television or other device for

communicating with the processor 2010 via any operable

link. The user input device 2070 may be operable for

io interacting with the processor 2010 including enabling inter-

action within a UI as described herein. Clearly the processor

2010, the memory 2020, display 2030 and/or user input

device 2070 may all or partly be a portion of a computer

system or other device such as a client and/or server as

15 described herein.

The methods of the present system are particularly suited

to be carried out by a computer software program, such

program containing modules corresponding to one or more

of the individual steps or acts described and/or envisioned

20 by the present system. Such program may of course be

embodied in a computer-readable medium, such as an inte-

grated chip, a peripheral device or memory, such as the

memory 2320 or other memory coupled to the processor

2310.

25 The program and/or program portions contained in the

memory 2020 configure the processor 2010 to implement

the methods, operational acts, and functions disclosed

herein. The memories may be distributed, for example

between the clients and/or servers, or local, and the proces-

30 sor 2010, where additional processors may be provided, may

also be distributed or may be singular. The memories may

include a non-transitory memory. The memories may be

implemented as electrical, magnetic or optical memory, or

any combination of these or other types of storage devices.

35 Moreover, the term "memory" should be construed broadly

enough to encompass any information able to be read from

or written to an address in an addressable space accessible

by the processor 2010. With this definition, information

accessible through a network is still within the memory, for

40 instance, because the processor 2010 may retrieve the infor-

mation from the network for operation in accordance with

the present system.

The processor 2010 is operable for providing control

signals and/or performing operations in response to input

45 signals from the user input device 2070 as well as in

response to other devices of a network and executing

instructions stored in the memory 2020. The processor 2010

may be an application-specific or general-use integrated

circuit(s). Further, the processor 2010 may be a dedicated

50 processor for performing in accordance with the present

system or may be a general-purpose processor wherein only

one of many functions operates for performing in accor-

dance with the present system. The processor 2010 may

operate utilizing a program portion, multiple program seg-

55 ments, or may be a hardware device utilizing a dedicated or

multi-purpose integrated circuit.

Further variations of the present system would readily

occur to a person of ordinary skill in the art and are

encompassed by the following claims, including combina-

60 tion various elements of different embodiments, such as

using a monochrome or a color EPA with any one of the

embodiments, and combinations thereof, using 3, 6 or dif-

ferent numbers of colors/sub-colors for sequential illumina-

tion of the ROI and/or formation of images on the single

65 EPA, using the entire EPA to image one sub-image and/or

using EPA portions to simultaneously image at least 2

sub-images on at least two portions of the EPA. Through
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operation of the present system, a virtual environment

solicitation is provided to a user to enable simple immersion

into a virtual environment and its objects.

Finally, the above-discussion is intended to be merely

illustrative of the present system and should not be con-

strued as limiting the appended claims to any particular

embodiment or group of embodiments. Thus, while the

present system has been described with reference to exem-

plary embodiments, it should also be appreciated that

numerous modifications and alternative embodiments may

be devised by those having ordinary skill in the art without

departing from the broader and intended spirit and scope of

the present system as set forth in the claims that follow. In

addition, any section headings included herein are intended

to facilitate a review but are not intended to limit the scope

of the present system. Accordingly, the specification and

drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative manner and are

not intended to limit the scope of the appended claims.

In interpreting the appended claims, it should be under-

stood that:

a) the word "comprising" does not exclude the presence

of other elements or acts than those listed in a given claim;

b) the word "a" or "an" preceding an element does not

exclude the presence of a plurality of such elements;

c) any reference signs in the claims do not limit their

scope;

d) several "means" may be represented by the same item

or hardware or software implemented structure or function;

e) any of the disclosed elements may be comprised of

hardware portions (e.g., including discrete and integrated

electronic circuitry), software portions (e.g., computer pro-

gramming), and any combination thereof,

I) hardware portions may be comprised of one or both of

analog and digital portions;

g) any of the disclosed devices or portions thereof may be

combined together or separated into further portions unless

specifically stated otherwise:

h) no specific sequence of acts or steps is intended to be

required unless specifically indicated; and

i) the term "plurality of an element includes two or more

of the claimed element, and does not imply any particular

range of number of elements; that is, a plurality of elements

may be as few as two elements, and may include an

immeasurable number of elements.

What is claimed is:

1. An endoscope that provides a stereoscopic three dimen-

sional image of a region of interest inside of a body, the

endoscope comprising:

a housing having a distal end and a proximal end, the

distal end being insertable into a cavity of the body;

an image capture device at the distal end that obtains

optical images of the region of interest, and processes

the optical images to form video signals;

a folded substrate folded into a U-shape having first and

second legs; and

a connecting device between the image capture device

and the proximal end that connects the image capture

device to an illumination source and a display, the

connecting device providing the video signals to the

display to display the optical images of the region of

interest;

the image capture device comprising:

a single focal plane detector array at a front end facing

the region of interest that obtains the optical images,

and processing circuits at a back end behind the

30
single focal plane detector array, the processing

circuits processing signals from the single focal

plane detector array;

a right pupil that receives a right image through a right

5 multi-band pass filter having right three pass bands;

a left pupil that receives a left image through a left

multi-band pass filter having left three pass bands,

the right multi-band pass filter having the right three

pass bands being a complement of the left multi-
10 

band pass filter having left three pass bands;

a single lens that directly receives the right image from

the right multi-band pass filter and the left image

from the left multi-band pass filter that images the

15 right image and the left image directly on the single

focal plane detector array, the single lens having a

single continuous portion that entirely covers both

the right pupil and the left pupil and directly receives

the right image from the right pupil and the left

20 image from the left pupil and directs the right image

from the right pupil and the left image from the left

pupil to the single focal plane detector array; and

an illuminator that illuminates the region of interest

through a stationary multi-band pass filter having the

25 right three pass bands and the left three pass bands,

the stationary multi-band pass filter of the illumina-

tor being identical to the right multi-band pass filter

of the right pupil and the left multi-band pass filter of

the left pupil so that the stationary multi-band pass

so filter of the illuminator has filter characteristics that

are identical to filter characteristics of the right

multi-band pass filter of the right pupil and the left

multi-band pass filter of the left pupil, and when the

right pupil passes light reflected from the region of

35 interest then the left pupil being blocked from pass-

ing the light, and

the stationary multi-band pass filter dividing a visible

spectrum into six contiguous and non-overlapping

regions including the right three pass bands being

40 alternately contiguous with the left three pass bands,

the right three pass bands being separated by right three

stop bands that are identical to the left three pass bands,

and the left three pass bands being separated by left

three stop bands that are identical to the right three pass

45 bands,

all edges of the right three stop bands coinciding with all

edges of the left three pass bands, and all edges of the

left three stop bands coinciding with all edges of the

right three pass bands,

50 the right multi-band pass filter being joined with and

contacting the left multi-band pass filter to fit over and

entirely cover the single lens, and

the folded substrate consisting of the single focal plane

detector array at an outer side of the first leg facing the

55 single lens and the processing circuits at an outer side

of the second leg facing the connecting device that

processes the signals from the single focal plane detec-

tor array located at the outer side of the first leg.

2. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the illuminator

60 provides illumination controlled by a controller that illumi-

nates the image capture device through the stationary multi-

band pass filter of the illumination so that the region of

interest is illuminated one at a time by six respective light

beams having identical spectrums as respective spectrums of

65 the six contiguous and non-overlapping regions including

the right three pass bands of the right pupil and the left three

pass bands of the left pupil.
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3. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the right three pass

bands and the left three pass bands are within a visible

spectrum having three primary colors so that each primary

color is divided into a right primary color and a left primary

color, the right primary color being a metamer of the left 5

primary color.

4. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the connecting

device comprises a cable including:

right light guides that provides a right illumination at the

illuminator including providing one at a time right io

sub-lights at the right three pass bands from the right

multi-band pass filter; and

a left light guide that provides a left illumination at the

illuminator including providing one at a time left

sub-lights at the left three pass bands from the left 15

multi-band pass filter.

5. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the connecting

device comprises light guides illuminated by three right

white light sources that provides a right illumination includ-

ing providing one at a time right sub-lights at the right three 20

pass bands from the right multi-band pass filter; the light

guides being further illuminated by three left white light

sources that provides a left illumination including providing

one at a time left sub-lights at the left three pass bands from

the left multi-band pass filter. 25

6. The endoscope of claim 5, wherein the three right white

light sources each have a bandpass filter having one of the

right three pass bands, and the three left white light sources

each have a bandpass filter having one of the left three pass

bands. 30

7. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the single lens

images the right image and the left image, one at a time, on

an entire area of the single focal plane detector array.

8. The endoscope of claim 7, wherein a cross section of

the image capture device is one of circular and oval. 35

9. The endoscope of claim 7, further comprising a con-

troller that time-multiplexes the right image and the left

image imaged sequentially on the single focal plane detector

array.

10. An endoscope system that obtains three dimension 40

(3D) images, the endoscope system comprising:

a stationary illumination multi-bandpass filter which

sequentially passes a different color spectrum of light

of a plurality of color spectrums of light during an

image illumination interval such that a different color 45

of light is passed during each image illumination inter-

val of a plurality of image illumination intervals which

form an image illumination period;

an image capture portion which sequentially captures a

plurality of images each corresponding with a different 50

color spectrum of light which passes through the sta-

tionary illumination multi-bandpass filter during a cor-

responding image illumination interval of the plurality

of image illumination intervals;

an image processing portion which processes the sequen- 55

tially captured plurality of images for each image

illumination interval and forms corresponding 3D

image information corresponding with a plurality of the

sequentially captured plurality of images;

a folded substrate folded into a U-shape having first and 60

second legs; and

a display which renders the 3D image information,

the image capture portion including a right multi-band

pass filter and a left multi-band pass filter, a detector

and a single lens having a single continuous portion 65

that entirely covers both the right multi-band pass filter

and the left multi-band pass filter and directly receives
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the right image from the right multi-band pass filter and

the left image from the left multi-band pass filter, the

single lens directly providing the right image from the

right multi-band pass filter and the left image from the

left multi-band pass filter to the detector,

the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter being

identical to the right multi-band pass filter and the left

multi-band pass filter of the image capture portion so

that the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter

has filter characteristics that are identical to filter char-

acteristics of the right multi-band pass filter and the left

multi-band pass filter of the image capture portion,

the multi-band pass filter dividing a visible spectrum into

six contiguous and non-overlapping regions including

right three pass bands being alternately contiguous with

left three pass bands,

the right three pass bands being separated by right three

stop bands that are identical to the left three pass bands,

and the left three pass bands being separated by left

three stop bands that are identical to the right three pass

bands,

all edges of the right three stop bands coinciding with all

edges of the left three pass bands, and all edges of the

left three stop bands coinciding with all edges of the

right three pass bands,

the right multi-band pass filter being joined with and

contacts the left multi-band pass filter to fit over and

entirely cover the single lens, and

the folded substrate consisting of the detector at an outer

side of the first leg facing the single lens and the image

processing portion at an outer side of the second leg

opposite the first leg the processes the signals from the

detector located at the outer side of the first leg.

11. The endoscope system of claim 10, further comprising

an illumination source sequentially outputs the different

color spectrum of light during each image illumination

interval such that different color spectrums of light are

output during any two successive image illumination inter-

vals of the plurality of image illumination intervals.

12. A medical endoscope system that obtains three-di-

mensional images, the medical endoscope system compris-

ing:

a stationary illumination multi-bandpass optical filter

which sequentially passes a different color spectrum of

light, of a plurality of color spectrums of light, during

an image illumination interval;

an image capture portion which sequentially captures a

plurality of images each corresponding with a different

color spectrum of light which passes through the sta-

tionary illumination multi-bandpass optical filter;

an image processing portion which processes the sequen-

tially captured plurality of images for each image

illumination interval and forms corresponding 3D

image information; and

a folded substrate folded into a U-shape having first and

second legs,

the image capture portion including a right multi-band

pass filter and a left multi-band pass filter, a detector

and a single lens having a single continuous portion

that entirely covers both the right multi-band pass filter

and the left multi-band pass filter and directly receives

the right image from the right multi-band pass filter and

the left image from the left multi-band pass filter, the

single lens directly providing the right image from the

right multi-band pass filter and the left image from the

left multi-band pass filter to the detector,
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the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter being

identical to the right multi-band pass filter and the left

multi-band pass filter of the image capture portion so

that the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter

has filter characteristics that are identical to filter char-

acteristics of the right multi-band pass filter and the left

multi-band pass filter of the image capture portion,

the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter dividing

a visible spectrum into six contiguous and non-over-

lapping regions including right three pass bands being

alternately contiguous with left three pass bands,

the right three pass bands being separated by right three

stop bands that are identical to the left three pass bands,

and the left three pass bands being separated by left

three stop bands that are identical to the right three pass

bands,

all edges of the right three stop bands coinciding with all

edges of the left three pass bands, and all edges of the

left three stop bands coinciding with all edges of the

right three pass bands,

the right multi-band pass filter being joined with and

contacts the left multi-band pass filter to fit over and

entirely cover the single lens, and

the folded substrate consisting of the detector at an outer

side of the first leg facing the single lens and the image

processing portion at an outer side of the second leg

opposite the first leg that processes the signals from the

detector located at the outer side of the first leg.

13. The medical endoscope system of claim 12, further

comprising:

an illumination source sequentially outputs different color

spectrums of light; and

a three dimensional display which renders the 3D image

information.

14. The medical endoscope system of claim 12, wherein

the stationary illumination multi-bandpass optical filter fur-

ther comprises a disk having one or more openings forming

pupils.

15. The medical endoscope system of claim 12, wherein

the stationary illumination multi-bandpass filter is located at

a distal end of the endoscope.

16. A method to obtain three dimensional images from an

endoscope, the method comprising acts of:

sequentially passing a different color spectrum of light of

a plurality of color spectrums of light through a sta-

tionary illumination multi-bandpass filter during an

image illumination interval such that a different color

of light is passed through the stationary illumination

multi-bandpass filter during each image illumination

interval of a plurality of image illumination intervals

which form an image illumination period;

sequentially capturing by an image capture unit located on

a folded substrate a plurality of images each corre-

sponding with a different color spectrum of light which

passes through the stationary illumination multi-band-

pass filter during a corresponding image illumination

interval of the plurality of image illumination intervals

using an image capture portion; and

processing the sequentially captured plurality of images

for each image illumination interval and forming cor-

responding 3D image information corresponding with

the sequentially captured plurality of images using an

image processing portion,

the image capture unit including a right multi-band pass

filter and a left multi-band pass filter, a detector and a

single lens having a single continuous portion that

entirely covers both the right multi-band pass filter and
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the left multi-band pass filter and directly receives the

right image from the right multi-band pass filter and the

left image from the left multi-band pass filter, the single

lens directly providing the right image from the right

5 multi-band pass filter and the left image from the left

multi-band pass filter to the detector,

the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter being

identical to the right multi-band pass filter and the left

multi-band pass filter of the image capture unit so that

10 the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter has

filter characteristics that are identical filter characteris-

tics of the right multi-band pass filter and the left

multi-band pass filter of the image capture unit,

the stationary illumination multi-band pass filter dividing

15 a visible spectrum into six contiguous and non-over-

lapping regions including right three pass bands being

alternately contiguous with left three pass bands,

the right three pass bands being separated by right three

stop bands that are identical to the left three pass bands,

20 and the left three pass bands being separated by left

three stop bands that are identical to the right three pass

bands,

all edges of the right three stop bands coinciding with all

edges of the left three pass bands, and wherein all edges

25 of the left three stop bands coinciding E with all edges

of the right three pass bands,

the right multi-band pass filter being joined with and

contacts the left multi-band pass filter to fit over and

entirely cover the single lens, and

30 the folded substrate being folded into a U-shape having

first and second legs and consisting of the detector at an

outer side of the first leg facing the single lens and the

image processing portion at an outer side of the second

leg opposite the first leg that processes the signals from

35 the detector located at the outer side of the first leg.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising acts of:

sequentially outputting the different color spectrum of

light during each image illumination interval such that

different color spectrums of light are output during any

40 two successive image illumination intervals of the

plurality of image illumination intervals; and

rendering the 3D image information on a display of the

system that displays three dimensional images.

18. The method of claim 16, further comprising an act of

45 selectively controlling the stationary illumination multi-

bandpass optical filter to pass only currently selected spec-

trum of light of the plurality of color spectrums of light each

different from each other.

19. The method of claim 16, further comprising an act of

50 synchronizing two or more of an illuminator, a multi-

bandpass optical filter, and an image capture portion to

operate synchronously with each other.

20. A method to obtain three dimensional images of an

object from an endoscope, the method comprising acts of:

55 sequentially illuminating the object with a different color

spectrum of light, of a plurality of color spectrums of

light, during an image illumination interval using white

light passing through a stationary illuminator multi-

bandpass optical filter of an illuminator;

60 sequentially receiving reflected light from the object

having the different color spectrum of light by a right

pupil that receives a right image through a right multi-

band pass filter having right three pass bands, and by a

left pupil that receives a left image through a left

65 multi-band pass filter having left three pass bands, the

right multi-band pass filter having the right three pass

bands being a complement of the left multi-band pass
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filter having left three pass bands, and the stationary

illuminator multi-band pass optical filter of the illumi-

nator being identical to the right multi-band pass filter

of the right pupil and the left multi-band pass filter of

the left pupil so that the stationary illuminator multi- 5

band pass filter has filter characteristics that are iden-

tical to filter characteristics of the right multi-band pass

filter of the right pupil and the left multi-band pass filter

of the left pupil;

sequentially capturing a plurality of images correspond- io

ing with a different color spectrum of light which

passes through the stationary illuminator multi-band-

pass optical filter using an image capture portion

located on a folded substrate and having a detector and

a single lens having a single continuous portion that 15

entirely covers both the right pupil and the left pupil

and directly receives the right image from the right

multi-band pass filter and the left image from the left

multi-band pass filter;

processing the sequentially captured plurality of images 20

for each image illumination interval and forming cor-

responding 3D image information using an image pro-

cessing portion; and

rendering the 3D image information on a display that

displays three dimensional images, 25

the stationary illuminator multi-band pass filter dividing a

visible spectrum into six contiguous and non-overlap-

ping regions including the right three pass bands being

alternately contiguous with the left three pass bands,

the right three pass bands being separated by right three 30

stop bands that are identical to the left three pass bands,

and the left three pass bands being separated by left

three stop bands that are identical to the right three pass

bands,

all edges of the right three stop bands coinciding with all 35

edges of the left three pass bands, and wherein all edges

of the left three stop bands coinciding with all edges of

the right three pass bands,

the right multi-band pass filter being joined with and

contacts the left multi-band pass filter to fit over and 40

entirely cover the single lens,

the single lens directly providing the right image and the

left image to the detector, and

the folded substrate being folded into a U-shape having

first and second legs and consisting of the detector at an 45

outer side of the first leg facing the single lens and the

image processing portion at an outer side of the second

leg opposite the first leg that processes the signals from

the detector located at the outer side of the first leg.

21. The method of claim 20, further comprising situating 50

the single lens at a distal end of the endoscope at an end of

the endoscope and within a body barrel of the endoscope.

22. The method of claim 20, further comprising an act of

forming the main body barrel of the endoscope to have

proximal and distal ends and an outside diameter less than 55

6 mm at the distal end.

23. The method of claim 20, further comprising an act of

situating the stationary illuminator multi-bandpass filter at a

distal end of the endoscope.

24. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the image capture 60

device provides a front view when pointed in a front

direction along a longitudinal axis of the housing and to

rotate about an offset pivot axis to provide a rearward view

which is opposite to the front view, wherein the offset pivot

axis is offset with respect to the longitudinal axis. 65

25. The medical endoscope system of claim 12, wherein

the image capture portion provides a front view when

36
pointed in a front direction along a longitudinal axis of the

image capture portion, and to rotate about an offset pivot

axis to provide a rearward view which is opposite to the

front view, wherein the offset pivot axis is offset with respect

to the longitudinal axis.

26. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the single lens that

entirely covers both the right pupil and the left pupil is

unpartitioned, and wherein the right multi-band pass filter

and the left multi-band pass filter are integrated with the

single lens.

27. The endoscope system of claim 10, wherein the single

lens that entirely covers both the right pupil and the left pupil

is unpartitioned, and wherein the right multi-band pass filter

and the left multi-band pass filter are integrated with the

single lens.

28. The medical endoscope system of claim 12, wherein

the single lens that entirely covers both the right pupil and

the left pupil is unpartitioned, and wherein the right multi-

band pass filter and the left multi-band pass filter are

integrated with the single lens.

29. The method of claim 16, wherein the single lens that

entirely covers both the right pupil and the left pupil is

unpartitioned, and wherein the right multi-band pass filter

and the left multi-band pass filter are integrated with the

single lens.

30. The method of claim 20, wherein the single lens that

entirely covers both the right pupil and the left pupil is

unpartitioned, and wherein the right multi-band pass filter

and the left multi-band pass filter are integrated with the

single lens.

31. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the illuminator

provides a first light through first illuminator right and left

pass bands that are continuous, followed by a second light

through second illuminator right and left pass bands that are

continuous, followed by a third light through third illumi-

nator right and left pass bands that are continuous.

32. An endoscope that provides a stereoscopic three

dimensional image of a region of interest inside of a body,

the endoscope comprising:

a housing having a distal end and a proximal end, the

distal end being insertable into a cavity of the body;

an image capture device at the distal end that obtains

optical images of the region of interest, and processing

the optical images that forms video signals;

a folded substrate folded into a U-shape having first and

second legs; and

a connecting device between the image capture device

and the proximal end that connects the image capture

device to an illumination source and a display, the

connecting device providing the video signals to the

display that displays the optical images of the region of

interest;

the image capture device comprising:

an illuminator that illuminates the region of interest

with light,

a single lens that receives the light reflected from the

region of interest,

a focal plane detector array that directly receives the

light from the lens and obtaining the optical images

from the single lens, and

processing circuits that processes signals from the focal

plane detector array and forming the video signals,

the single lens being entirely covered with lens right and

left conjugated multi-bandpass filters (CMBFs) that fit

over the single lens,

the single lens directly receiving the light from the lens

right and left CMBFs, and
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the illuminator providing the light through illuminator

right and left CMBFs that are identical to the single lens

right and left CMBFs,

the folded substrate consisting of the focal plane detector

array at an outer side of the first leg facing the single

lens and the processing circuits at an outer side of the

second leg facing the connecting device that processes

the signals from the focal plane detector array located

at the outer side of the first leg.

33. The endoscope of claim 32, wherein the lens right

CMBF has right pass bands including a red-right pass band,

a green-right pass band and a blue-right pass band, and the

lens left CMBF has left pass bands including a red-left pass

band, a green-left pass band and a blue-left pass band, the

right pass bands being complements of the left pass bands,

and

wherein the illuminator provides a first light through first

illuminator right and left CMBFs having the red-right

pass band and the red-left pass band, followed by a

second light through second illuminator right and left

CMBFs having the green-right pass band and the
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green-left pass band, followed by a third light through

third illuminator right and left CMBFs having the

blue-right pass band and the blue-left pass band.

34. The endoscope of claim 1, wherein the right and left

s multi-band pass filters are removably placed on one of a

front and a back surface of the single lens, for allowing

removal of the CMBFs to perform monocular imaging.

35. The endoscope system of claim 10, wherein the right

and left multi-band pass filters are removably placed on one

io of a front and a back surface of the single lens, for allowing

removal of the CMBFs to perform monocular imaging.

36. The medical endoscope system of claim 12, wherein

the right and left multi-band pass filters are removably

placed on one of a front and a back surface of the single lens,

15 for allowing removal of the CMBFs to perform monocular

imaging.

37. The endoscope of claim 32, wherein the CMBFs are

removably placed on one of a front and a back surface of the

single lens, for allowing removal of the CMBFs to perform

20 monocular imaging.
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